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1. We're home again, and it's splendid. The architects, designer and
contractors have made over our century-old building to meet contemporary requirements without in any way sacrificing its character.
We've met all safety standards, gained the full use of the second and
third floors, and achieved much improved traffic circulation, climate
control and kitchen capacity. We now have space for four simultaneous
activities; since that will usually be more than we care to mount, we
can use the revenue from carefully controlled rentals to help us meet
heavy mortgage and debenture payments. At the time of writing, there
is still some work going on in the building, but it doesn't interfere
with Club activities, which have been lively and well attended; it
would seem that many members have waited for the renovations to renew
their participation in Club events. I would encourage those who have
not yet visited the renovated building to do so.
If any of you know members who have become inactive in the Club, the
renovation would be an excellent ground to entice them back. They
must still have an interest in the Club since they've remained
members, but after a prolonged absence they may feel a little shy of
returning, uncertain whether they'll encounter anyone they know.
With a little encouragement such members might be brought back to
active participation.
2. The outer fabric of the building is, as most of you know, in need
of repair, and last summer we applied to the Ontario Heritage
Foundation for a grant-in-aid for this work. We now have preliminary
information that the Foundation intends to offer us a conditional
matching grant of up to $104,000 for the restoration of the south and
east elevations of the building, with a three-year time limit.
3. The Club has received a bequest of $5,000 from the estate of
Kathleen Fraser Prescott Daykin in memory of her husband Hume A.
Daykin, a long-time member of the Club active in drama and music,
to be used to purchase additions to the Club library. The Executive
Committee has authorized the establishment of a Library Committee,
which, together with the Librarian, will advise on the use of this
money as well as general library policy.
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4. Howard Gerring has been editor of the Newsletter for a decade,
during which he has effected many changes and improvements; many
members now set aside other mail and read the Newsletter straight
through on its arrival. Howard has notified me that he wants this
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to be his last year as editor, believing that ten years is long enough
and that he should make room for someone else. He is not giving up
his interest in the Club and will surely make a contribution in some
other role. We will miss his keen news sense and sure editorial touch.
Thank you, Howard, for a demanding job well done.
EXECUTIVE NOTES

. Ava Pinnock, Lucinda Pereria, Wanda Saczowski, Tom Domegan, Anne
Shipanock, Josephine Tobin, Margaret Tobin, Molly Smith, and other
occasional staff of The Arts & Letters Club, wish to thank those Club
members who contributed so generously to the Staff Christmas Fund.
This thoughtful gesture of appreciation to the Staff is valued by
each one.
. Payment (credit card, cash or cheque) for certain Club functions
must now be received at the same time a reservation is made. Payment
will be refundable upon proper notice of cancellation. Certain events
will require notice of cancellation by no later than 3:00 p.m. on the
business day before an evening event. Other events will require two
days' notice. Provided that space and food is available, members
appearing at an event without a reservation will be accepted but will
be charged a small premium. Events to which the above policy will
apply, together with prices and cancellation times, will be spelled
out in each Playbill.

NEW MEMBERS

Mary M. Tasker, professional, has been an art teacher at Branksome
Hall since 1977 and is a member of the Heliconian Club. She is also
interested in wilderness trips and birding expeditions to remote
parts of the world. She was proposed by Kathleen Graham.
Mary Jane Baillie, professional, is an artist/painter who, some years
ago, received a Fulbright scholarship which allowed her two years of
painting in Paris. She maintains a studio in her home and was proposed
by Kathleen Graham.
Michael Coren, professional, is an author/journalist who arrived in
Canada three years ago. He is a book reviewer for a number of
Canadian publications and is currently completing a biography on
H.G. Wells for Random House. He was proposed by James Spence.
William J. Dodd, member, is the owner of Scrimshaw & Company, a
gallery which represents several of our members and hosts seven or
eight exhibitions a year. He was proposed by John Joy.
William A. Lishman, non-resident, lives in Blackstock, Ontario and
identifies himself as a sculptor, inventor, designer and video maker.
He created the 35-foot steel dragon at Canada's Wonderland, and also
the full-size detailed display replica of the Canadian Space Arm at
the Museum of Science and Technology, Ottawa. He was proposed by
Leslie Tibbles.
D. Rodwell Austin, member, is a retiree who is interested in Toronto
history. Currently, he is researching a book on the history of the
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Granite Club to commemorate its 125th anniversary (1875-2000).
was proposed by Margaret McBurney.

He

G. Frank Suma, member, is a retired insurance executive and the ViceChairman and Trustee of The McMichael Canadian Art Collection. He is
also a founding Director of the Mississauga Civic Centre Art Gallery
and was Chairman of the Development Committee for its first Public
Art Sculpture Project last year. He was proposed by Jim Hubbard.
Kathryn Minard, member, is a Fine Art Consultant and President and
owner of Contemporary Fine Art Services. She is a Life Member of the
Elmwood Women's Club and for three years chaired that club's Art
Committee. She was proposed by George Sanders.
RECENT ACTIVITIES

*

The Boar's Head Dinners on December 13 and 14 were attended by over
two hundred members and, while the historic evenings followed a longheld tradition, there were some things that were new. Candle bearers
had new costumes, as did our Jester and a female Chef, thanks to
Diane Gilmore. And there may be costume changes still to come because
Marie Day has been working on sketches for Executive approval.
The
'food' carried in by our member Chefs look tastier than ever after
restoration by Art Steven and Murray Stewart.
The Choirs were superb, perhaps because of the addition of soprano
and alto voices.
And the feast of Shrimp Cocktail, Roast Beef and a
tasty dessert left everyone full and ready for the presentation of
Doug Omand's appropriate farce 'Caroline's Christmas'.
It featured
Warren Clements, John Lytle, Jim Morris, John Rammell, Francis SmithEvans and Violet Thresher performing in front of Chris Adeney's set
design. The producer was Michael Spence, director, Peter Hart,
costume design, Diane Hore, and stage manager, Roly Pincoe.
. Our official return to 14 Elm Street on January 8 was given a good
start with a President's Punchbowl and a Ceremonial Re-Lighting of
the Great Hall fireplace which now features a handsome screen of
magnificent proportions. Jean Edwards sang an appropriate song,
'Bless This House' and with that we all sat down to a dinner of
Smoked Salmon, Roast Beef and Apple Pie and Cheese.
A 'panto presentation' titled 'The Wizard of Elm Street' and written
by Philip Mathias featured Betty Trott, Violet Thresher, John Lytle,
Monty Larkin, John Rammell, Howard Chapman, Dianne Craig and Gethin
James. Jim Hubbard took over as Stage Manager, Chris Adeney again
designed the set, Music by Sue Polanyi, Costumes, Diane Hore,
Lighting, Michael Spence, Sound, David Priddle, and an adaptation
of
Over the Rainbow by Cal Wilson and sung by Jean Edwards. A singalong
with Don Pounsett and Wilf White wound up an evening of pleasant
fellowship.
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. Ron Ross was the Master of Ceremonies for the annual Burns
Supper
on January 26. President Sirluck welcomed the guests and reminded
them that his wife's ancestors shared the same burial churchyard
as
Burns in Dumfries.
The 78th Fraser Highlanders did their usual
colourful job and the haggis was addressed (attacked) by
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Harry Ferguson. A beautifully poetic Toast to the Lassies was given
by Duncan Taylor and Betty Trott gave a skilful and erudite reply in
rhyme. Dr. Colin Baxter toasted the Two Lands, reminding us of the
great opportunities offered to all immigrants coming to Canada:
a
sense of freedom and the ability to improve one's self.
The Immortal Memory to the Bard was given by Malcolm Sinclair in the
form of a musical narrative, using the songs and letters of Robert
Burns. It was most beautifully presented and gave an immediacy to
the man's struggle with himself and his life in the eighteenth
century.
Jean Edwards presented a most delightful concert of Scottish songs,
and received a well deserved standing ovation for her touching
rendition of Annie Laurie. The evening closed with the traditional
singing of Auld Lang Syne.
THE LITERARY TABLE

Member Kenneth Pratt has a special interest in the poetry of Wallace
Stevens, a businessman who is classed by some as the American poet
of this century. Ken is also interested in the works of the English
poet William Wordsworth and he has discovered that the two poets
have used a similar theme of a girl singing: Wordsworth in 'The
Solitary Reaper' and Stevens in 'The Idea of Order at Key West', a
poem written 120 years later. Ken read both poems at the Literary
Table on December 4 and stimulated a lively discussion.
. On December 11, Ken Purvis, a knowledgeable individual about movies,
chaired a Literary Table with two speakers: Gerald Pratley
and
Herbert Whittaker. Gerald discussed the loss of international cinema,
claiming that such works are now made for the American market and
often with the thought of U.S. television in mind. Herbert suggested
that Canadian films are being dominated by American producers but that
Canadian theatre has survived and doing well at the national and
little theatre levels. However, our theatre groups need money and
will have to be subsidized rather than subsisting on patron support
at the box office.
. On January 8 Ernest Sirluck discussed Mordecai Richler's Solomon
Gursky Was Here. This complex book is a roman-a-clef, a novel with
a key. The book is also a satire, and it is the satirical approach
to the real-life subject persons of the roman-a-clef that accounts
for a great part of the book's popular appeal. Finally, it is an
invented fiction, some of which is in the realm of the possible, some
in that of the impossible. The narrative method is very complex. The
point-of-view is sometimes that of the omniscient author, sometimes
of one or other character, sometimes of a real or invented document,
sometimes a mix. The chronology leaps back and forth between 1830
and 1983. This saltatory narration sacrifices the unities of
narrative viewpoint and sequence, but thythm and echo are heavily
employed to provide alternative kinds of unity. Symbolism plays
a
large role and it too has a unifying effect; the most prominent
symbol is the raven, which incorporates Biblical and Arctic
myth,
supernatural intervention, and aspects of human behaviour. The
novel is ironic and frequently comic, with a grim and even brutal
vein.
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. On January 29, member Richard Outram, a recent member now retired
from the CBC and a prolific writer, spoke on 'An Exercise in
Exegesis'.
The subject was one of his poems, 'Window (for
Rosemary)'.
He distributed copies of the poem, told how it came to
be written and then dealt in detail with each of the three four-line
stanzas. The work took on new life as Richard spoke and appreciation
grew with the knowledge of how each line and each stanza amplified
those that followed. Virginia Oswell thanked Richard for explaining
the many factors that go into poetry.
. In an effort to set out a reasonable and consistent editorial
style for its newspaper, The Globe and Mail recently produced a new
Style Book written by J.A. McFarlane and edited and illustrated by
member Warren Clements. As a result, the newspaper now adds a 'u' to
words ending in 'or' and among other changes the storey of a building
is no longe spelt 'story'.
.
Dr. John Grayson is our newest author with a book titled 'March
Through Military Medicine'.
It records his experiences as a medical
officer in World War II, is priced at $18.95 and is available from
Lugus Productions in Toronto.

. Was it the Literary Table's current interest in poetry, or just a

coincidence that prompted The Globe and Mail (again!) to use three-

quarters of a page on December 24 for a piece headed 'It's that
rhyme of the season'?

It was rhyming verse written by Warren

Clements and Alastair Lawrie to comment on current affairs.

. Dan Needles' 'Letters From Wingfield Farm' continues to make

history. His successful book which toured Canada as a one-man stage
play and was read on radio, is now available in paperback. One

reviewer classes Dan with Stephen Leacock.
LIBRARY REPORT

Members will be interested to know 'The Ambush' by member Fergus

Cronin and 'Stenglemann' by member Jim Parr both appeared in
The Longship Review No.l and that both have been submitted for
consideration for an 'Arthur Ellis Award' for Best Crime Short Story

for 1990 to the Crime Writers of Canada.

If you haven't read these

or the other stories in The Longship Review, you've missed a treat,
but it's not too late--copies are still available from Tom at the bar.
In fact, if you don't buy up issue no.l, there won't be a second
number of The Longship Review. Submissions to number two are in
limbo because number two won't be published unless sales of number

one are to the satisfaction of the Executive.

If you are looking for

a perfect host(ess) gift, you can't go wrong with a copy of your

Club's own Longship Review.

Every Club member interested in good

writing and enjoying a good read should have his or her
own copy.
Recent Acquisitions

(

Donations from and thanks to:
-

Suzanne Davis of Christie's, who gave such an informative talk on

the art market on January 18 to finish up LAMPS week, for a number
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-

of enticing sales catalogues and a permanent subscription to
Christie's International Magazine.
- member Jim Hubbard for 'A history of Australasia' from the library
of late member Bill Shelden, for years the beloved Boar's Head
jester; a copy of late member Lorne Pierce's 'An editor's creed',
(Toronto: Ryerson; 1960); the handbook for Canada's Aviation Hall of
Fame for which late member Walter Coucill's widow, Irma, did all the
portraits, inscribed by the artist.
- member David Skene-Melvin for a copy of 'From Police Headquarters;
true tales from the big city crime beat' by Jocko Thomas, (Toronto:
Stoddart; 1990), which contains the information that during the
Depression the second-highest paid reporter on the Toronto Daily Star
was its music critic: Augustus Bridle, the founder of our Club, and
a picture of the notorious bandit 'Red' Ryan with a group of worthies
one of whom is the late long-standing member Judge Frank Denton.
- member Michael Spence for a copy of 'William Henry Clarke; a
memorial volume', (Toronto: Clarke, Irwin; 1955), no.240 of a limited
edition of 500, a very valuable contribution to the Club's growing
collection of material dealing with publishing in Canada and a
fitting companion to Lorne Pierce's 'An editor's creed'.
- member Ezra Schabas for a copy of his biography, 'Theodore Thomas;
America's conductor and builder of orchestra, 1835-1905', (Urbana,
Illinois: University of Illinois Press; 1989), about whom Ezra gave
an enjoyable talk at the latest Music Table luncheon.
- member Jean Edwards for a copy of 'Notebooks' by Thoreau
MacDonald, (Moonbeam, Ontario: Penumbra; 1980).
- Megan Brice, daughter of late member Clare Brice, for a copy of
'Light and shadow; the work of Franklin Carmichael', (Kleinburg,
Ontario: The McMichael Canadian Art Collection; 1990), the catalogue
of the fine show she curated at the McMichael Gallery.
Recent Purchases
Godden, Reginald, and Clarkson, Austin. 'Reginald Godden plays; the
musical adventures of a Canadian pianist', (Etobicoke, Ontario:
Soundway; 1990), no.47 of a limited edition signed by both authors,
and accompanied by a cassette tape of Reg's playing. Reg was a
long-time member of the Club right up to his recent death.
'The Canadian obituary record'; a biographical dictionary of
Canadians who died in 1989. Comp. by Robert M. Stamp. (Toronto:
Dundurn; 1990.)
. For the information of new members, and perhaps older ones, too,
the Club subscribes to a number of periodicals and they are placed
in the lounge. If you would like to have a particular issue, simply
write your name on the cover. When the Librarian replaces older
issues with a recent arrival, those with names written on them are
placed in the members' mail-tray opposite the bar. It is not fair
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to take magazines from the mail before the Librarian has entered
them; anyone doing so will have their name scratched out.
The Music Table at Lunch meeting in the Lamps Room on January
addressed by new Club member Ezra Schabas, a musician, author
the retired principal of the Royal Conservatory of Music. He
about Theodore Thomas, America's most famous conductor of the
century and a man about whom Ezra has written an interesting
biography.

10 was
and
spoke
19th

. At the January 24th Music Luncheon, Austin Clarkson gave a
fascinating talk about his recent book on the late Reginald Godden,
eminent pianist and former Club member. The Club now owns a copy of
Austin's book as well as the 90-minute tape of Reg playing excerpts
and complete compositions, including Bach, Jesu Joy of Man's
Desiring, musical tributes to Healey Willan, Glen Gould and a program
of music by Blow Bull, Byrd and Gibbons.
Member Louis Applebaum has been named the 1991 Arts Person of the
Year by the Jewish Community Centre of Toronto. It recognizes his
lifetime achievements, which include hundreds of scores for CBC
radio and television dramas and documentaries. Louis is well known
as an arts administrator, serving as executive director of the
Ontario Arts Council in the seventies, and lending his name to the
Applebaum-Hebert Commission which reviewed federal cultural policy.
A gala tribute to Louis is being held at the Community Centre on
February 12 when he will be presented with the award.

*
A CHANGE IS AS
GOOD AS A REST

If the Problems of Arabs and Jews
Are Prolonging your Mid-Winter Blues
We can Bring you Relief
And Restore your old Grief
Now Quebec has got Back in the News!
M.L.
Jan.'91

OUR WORLD OF ART

4P

The first show on our return to 14 Elm Street was an exhibition of
photographs by Tom Hull and Ron Vickers, assisted by Alan Carrie,
of the way our Club was before renovations. Also in the show was an
interesting group of photographs from the Club archives, thanks to
Ray Peringer. It was organized by Barbara Howard, assisted by
Stephen Quinlan, Diane Gilmore, Richard Outram, Lesley Fairfield and
Pat Fairhead. This show, which was on view for only one week,
December 1 to December 8, received much favourable comment and may be
back later in the season.
Since then, three other exhibitions of work by Club artists have
appeared on the Club's walls...'Christmas Posters' by 21 artists
brightened the holiday season from December 8 to January 4...The
'Members' Showcase of Painting and Sculpture' was a large, wellreceived show representing the work of 46 exhibitors from January 7
to 26...The third exhibition, 'Drawings, Prints and Photographs'
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presented 45 works by the graphic artists of the Club...All of these
exhibitions were organized by Barbara Howard assisted by Pat
Fairhead, Les Tibbles, Art Steven, Richard Outram, Zora Buchanan,
Jean Nasmith, Mary-Jane Large, Ann James, Lesley Fairfield, Ralph
Tibbles, Chris Adeney, Kay Murray-Weber, Bill Sherman, Murray
Stewart, Stephen Quinlan, George Weber, Jane Champagne and Frances
Gage.
The next show will be 'Club Travels and Sketching Groups'
from February 18 to March 9.
. Kay Murray-Weber had a solo exhibition of her 'New Paintings on
Paper' at Rosedale United Church from December 2-30...'Artists'
Choice' at the Roberts Gallery from January 19 to February 2
included works by Franklin Arbuckle, Geoffrey Armstrong, A.J. Casson,
Alan Collier, Pat Fairhead, Mackay Houstoun and Mary Ann Ludlam...
Les Tibbles had a showing of his 1990 watercolours, egg tempera, oils
and acrylics at the Skelton Galleries, Collingwood, from February 2
to 13.
. Previously unknown drawings by Arthur Lismer of the huge explosion
in Halifax on December 6, 1917 when a munitions ship collided with a
relief vessel, have been discovered and were recently displayed at
Mount St. Vincent University in Bedford, N.S....Marie Day is a busy
person: she recently completed a mural in an llth century chateau
near Toulouse, France. Her drawings about the French revolution
which were first exhibited in Helsinki in 1989 are to be shown
at
the McLaughlin Gallery in Oshawa in July of this year. And
currently, she is completing illustrations for her book about the
19th century fossilist Mary Anning. It will be
published by De
Greey Pencier later this year...Ruth Tulving is another member
whose
work is being shown in Europe. She had a solo exhibition in Tallinn,
Estonia of a group of serigraphs called 'What is Man - a somewhat
erotic look at the male model through the eyes of a female artist'.
It was her second exhibition in the Soviet Union since the
onset of
perestroika...Zora Buchanan, Doris Hamilton and Jean Townsend
are
painting and sculpting in San Miguel de Allende, Mexico. They
can
be reached by telephone at 2-2419...Kay Graham has had her painting
'Arctic Night' selected for the cover of Michael Ondaatje's new
book, 'From Tule Lake'...Seventeen prints of watercolours
by
O.K. Schenk are currently being marketed by Bentall Fine
Art Images
Ltd. in Mississauga. They are available individually,
in four
of four and as a complete collection...The closing of Fenton's sets
(one
of Toronto's most famous restaurants) has created a problem
for
Loi Hathaway: every morning for more than a decade, Loi
set up her
watercolours behind the scenes and had the freedom of the place,
painting everything from exotic blooms, the cozy interior,
the head
chef and others and a commissioned mural. She was quoted
in Toronto
Life as saying "I guess the Park Plaza will be my bar
now".
"Rubbish" says Loi, "my favourite bar is at The Arts
& Letters Club".

I

* And if you have been asking when the Club Art Collection,
along
with the Presidents' Portraits and Executive Scrolls will be
reinstalled, the answer is "As soon as the renovations are
completed and the dust has settled."
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"To most men," said the wise Wilder Penfield, a famous neurosurgeon

Number 43

who became a writer, "there should come a time for shifting harness,

n a series

for lightening the load one way and adjusting it for greater effort
in another. That's the time for the second career, time for the old

JIM PARR
1982-84

dog to perform new tricks."
Adjusting the harness has apparently happened twice to Jim Parr
because, although still only 63, he is well launched on his third
career. He began his first in his native England where he taught

engineering at the University of Liverpool then continued as an
j
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academic in Canada at the Universities of British Columbia, Alberta
and Windsor. Then he shifted to government, first as chairman of

an Ontario advisory committee on university affairs, then as
Ontario's deputy minister of colleges and universities for six years,
another six years as chairman and CEO of TV Ontario and finally
three years as director general of the Ontario Science Centre--thus
becoming the third Club member in that position, following Doug
Omand and Tuzo Wilson.
After three years at the Science Centre, Jim left in 1988 to take up
his third career as writer. Including some academic books on
metallurgy (his 'History of Metals', published in the U.S., has gone
through several reprints and helped get him his fellowship in the
Royal Society of Canada), he has now had six books published
including one of verse and one coming up this year, a collection of
what he calls "motley essays."
He has contributed to several Spring Revues and written and cowritten with Malcolm McGrath several operettas.
He also collaborated
with his son, Daniel, on one called 'The Flying Trucker'.
And two of
his nicely plotted short stories appear in the Club's first edition
of The Longship Review.
What impelled him to test the old dog's ability to learn new tricks?
After 25 years he had had enough of academia, and as for being part
of government, "It makes the soul grey--and for a time you don't
realize it's happening to you."
Jim found his two years as president interesting but burdensome
because there were two large events pending that could not be
completed until the following year under Ken Jarvis: the admission
of women and the purchase of the Club's premises--on which we had
been paying rent for an unbelievable 60-odd years.
One move that was taken during his regime was the introduction of
junior memberships which enabled people under age 35 to join without
an admission fee.
"I think it's inevitable that a club of this sort
does attract older people who have financial security. But it's a
pity if young and active and rebellious people from the fields of
arts and letters don't join."

)

He is delighted with the way the Club is changing. "With women
members, it's now a better reflection of the world of arts and
letters. As for the future of the Club, "I think it's secure now
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that we've got a renovated building--in a way that it didn't feel
secure during my presidency. I think there's going to be a much
greater spectrum of activities and greater use of the building. I
really think it is moving to be a much more comprehensive and rich
place. But I'd like to see the stage used more."

ARCHIVES NOTES

Jim Hubbard has brought us another envelope of treasures from his
late father's collection of Club material. This time it consisted
of many photographs and clippings about members' activities in the
postwar years...Jean Edwards has donated the sheet music of two
Christmas carols for voice and string trio set to music in 1927 by
former Club President Sir Ernest Macmillan.
More members are bringing their cameras to Club events and donating
copies of their work to archives. Recent donors include: Jack
Carr, Hugh Walker, Ann Henderson, Audrey Gauthier, Bill McCoy, Ann
Rothery, Tom Hull, John Scott, Gord Laws and Ted Brock. Thank you
and please keep those photographs coming. Many clippings have been
received lately from: Oz Schenk, Pat Fairhead, Vi Thresher, Molly
Smith, Ted Brock, Wentworth Walker, John Cozens, Jean Edwards and
Mike Spence.
A special thank you to Lesley Fairfield for the donation of a filing
cabinet. The Club is in need of more office cabinets and furniture.
Contact Jack Carr if you have any such items to give to the Club.

HUGH MACLENNAN
1907-1990

A long-time Honorary Member of the Club, Hugh MacLennan died on
November 7. He was born in Cape Breton, studied at Dalhousie
University, then was a Rhodes Scholar at Oxford and later studied
at Princeton. In 1964 he accepted an appointment at McGill where
he taught English until his retirement in 1979.
He was best known as a man of letters who won five Governor General
Awards. His first novel, 'Barometer Rising', was published in 1941
but it was 'Two Solitudes', the book he liked least, which appealed
to Canadians and brought him national attention in 1945.
He lived
in North Hatley in the Eastern Townships south of Montreal.
He was
married twice but had no children.

DR. ROBERT LAIRD
1902-1990

Dr. Robert Laird, a former member of the Club, died on December 7.
A memorial service was attended by an overflow group of friends and
former associates and was addressed by Padre Laverty of Queen's
University, who spoke of the service that Bob Laird had performed
for his country as a Wing Commander in the R.C.A.F., and for
humanity as an eminent surgeon and teacher. After he retired from
Western Hospital, he served, with his wife, in Nigeria. Dr. Robert
McClure, well known medical missionary, writer and one-time
Moderator of the United Church, spoke as a former neighbour, and
associate at Western Hospital, and particularly of the help he had
received from Bob Laird when he had returned from China after the
Communists took over. Bob was 88 and wouldbe remembered by many
older members of the Club for his part as Knight Templar in the
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Boar's Head Christmas Procession and for his cheerful sense of
humour.

0
RALPH W.E. DILWORTH

A Life Member of the Club, Ralph Waldo Emmerson Dilworth, F.C.A.,
died on January 5. He was a chartered accountant and received his
C.A. degree in 1931 while he articled with the firm of Clarkson,
Gordon and Company, and became a partner in 1949. He was a
specialist in the tax field.
Ralph was a Life Member and, although he was not a musician, his
interest in the Club centred on music. Older members will recall
seeing him in a number of Spring Revues and at the annual Boar's
Head Dinners which until the last year or two he never missed.

JOHN MANNING
1910-1991

John Elbert Manning ('Jay' to all of his friends and acquaintances)
died on January 29.
He was born in Salcombe, Devonshire, and began his business life by
being sent to India as an employee of Lloyd's Bank at a time when
even juniors were required to take along evening clothes. Once
there he became involved with the life of the colony and the
Calcutta Hussars.
He immigrated to Canada and in 1952 joined Mutual Life in Toronto.
He remained with that company until his retirement in 1975. It
was a successful career and he regularly qualified as a member of
the Mutual Leaders Club and its 'Million Dollar' group. On two
occasions he served on the Leaders' executive.
Jay also joined our Club in 1952 and from the beginning was noted
for his friendliness and pleasant manner. He enjoyed all Club
activities but was especially fond of the choir. Several years ago
he placed 'Jay's Jar' on the bar as a charity receptacle for loose
change, personally doubling the amounts collected when it was filled.
His wife Irma became an invalid in later years and Jay was
especially supportive. When he was forced to have a leg amputated,
his positive, pleasant manner continued unabated. He was unable
to get to the Club but many members visited him regularly in the
hospital and at home and others maintained telephone contact, all of
which were happy occasions because of Jay's own attitude.

ALL ABOUT MEMBERS

*

Kathleen Hermant has been appointed Vice-Chairman of the National
Board of Trustees of the National Gallery of Canada...Hugh AnsonCartwright has donated ten copies of our Club's fine 1913 volume
'Yearbook of the Arts', the proceeds from their sale to go to the
Building Fund. Other copies are available from Hugh's shop at
$50.00 per copy...David Skene-Melvin has joined the Board of
Directors and been elected treasurer of the British Heritage
Institute (Canada) Inc....Life Member Robertson Davies was the
subject of a new Harry Rasky film 'The Magic of Robertson Davies'
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on CBC TV on December 27.
. Raymond Peringer recently was told an anecdote by a music typesetter to whom it happened: the man was riding on a Harbord
Streetcar in 1931 when a man got on at Bathurst Street and sat down
beside him. "He looked over my shoulder at a proof sheet of music
I was examining and said, 'that note should be G-sharp'. He was
correct. I asked his name and he replied 'Willan, Healey Willan'.
We became good friends after that."...Michael Bliss had a commentary
in the January 3 Globe and Mail suggesting that Canadians need a new
vision of themselves but a burned-out government lacks the
imagination to come up with one.
. It's more than just a family affair: Colin Field, the son of Saul
Field and member Jean Townsend, married Suzanne Anderson, the
daughter of member Barbara Anderson, on December 14...Actor member
Robert Jeffrey was busy touring Ontario during November and
December with the Gryphon Theatre's musical production of Gordon
Pinsent's 'A Gift to Last'. The most difficult part of Robert's
role was to sing while decorating a Christmas tree. After that
tour he joined Lloyd Bradshaw's production of Menotti's Christmas
opera 'Amahl and the Night Visitors' playing the role of the kindly
King Kaspar which played at St. Anne's Church in Toronto...City &
Country Home magazine's February issue features the lovely
Japanese-style courtyard and upper garden of Geoffrey Armstrong's
coach house home in Rosedale. He is pictured swinging from the top
of a doorway in his bare feet.
. Jeanie Hersenhoren is the great-granddaughter of the cabinet maker
who founded the 165-year-old Gibbard Furniture Company of Napanee
and she and the company were featured in The Toronto Star on
December 16...A plaque honouring Marshall McLuhan was unveiled at
the University of Toronto recently and Corinne McLuhan suggested
that her late husband would have thought it all unnecessary. "He
was a very modest man and just wanted to go on about his work"...
The November-December issue of Photographic Canadiana, published
by the Photographic Historical Society of Canada, contains a threepage obituary about photographer and former Club member Randolph
Macdonald who died last year. Much of the information about him
was obtained from non-resident member John Fleetwood-Morrow, a
long-time friend who is also a photographer...John Seltzer was in
London in recent weeks to receive a special honour: he is now a
Freeman of the City of London, partly in recognition of his having
been a president of the British Canadian Trade Association. It was
also his wife's 40th wedding anniversary gift to him since she
initiated the process by which the honour was awarded. There is an
interesting story behind it and if you ask, John might just be
prevailed upon to reveal all.
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OUR MISTAKES

The December issue of the Newsletter contained several
errors:
- New Member Margaret Marriott's editorial work was
done at the
National Research Council, not at the National Gallery
as reported.
- Reference to Violinist Harold Sumberg's experience with
the
Toronto Symphony for 43 years should have read '26
of those years
as principal second violin'.
- In the report of Katharine Symons' talk to the
Literary Table,
Mrs. Anna Jameson was incorrectly identified as
a New York woman
reporter; in fact, she was an English woman already
established as
a novelist of some repute.
'Winter Studies and Summer Rambles' was
published in 1838.

CONTRIBUTORS
TO THIS ISSUE

Lyman Henderson,

Jim Morris,

Fergus Cronin, David Skene-Melvin,
Harry Ferguson, Arthur Ament, Wentworth Walker,
Jean Edwards,
Barbara Howard, William Duthie and Raymond Peringer.
Editor:
Howard Gerring.
Your contributions for the next issue are
welcomed, on or before the deadline of Friday,
April 5.
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PRESIDENT' S
REPORT

*

1. Following the cancellation of Spring Show 91, a meeting was
convened of an ad hoc sub-committee of the Theatre Committee.
After analysing the situation, it recommended the establishment
of a separate Spring Show Committee reporting directly to the
Executive Committee.
It also recommended that for Spring Show 92
the producer be Ted Brock and the director Jim Morris. The
Executive Committee has accepted and implemented all these recommendations. A preliminary development procedure, including a
critical path, has been prepared and the producer will report
progress to the Executive Committee fortnightly. We think that
with these new procedures in place, and such an early start being
made for 1992, next year's show ought to be a great success.
2. On the recommendation of the Nominating Committee, the Executive
Committee has made the following appointments for the Club Year
1991-92:
Newsletter Editor:
Margaret McBurney
Library Committee:
Robert H. Blackburn (Chairman), Hugh
Anson-Cartwright and Margaret Slater, with David SkeneMelvin ex officio.
3. The house renovations are approaching completion. The elevator
is now functional, and because of it some Club members have had
their first sight of the third floor (many have been surprised and
impressed by its potential). On the second floor, the new shelving
is up in the Library, there are make-do tables and chairs in the
Boardroom, and the vertical blinds are up. On the ground floor,
the new security system has been installed; to get in, members press
a button on the west wall of the entryway and either Tom at the bar
or Molly at her desk will check the TV monitors and press a door
release. The camera also monitors the cloakroom in the basement.
Since the building clutter is gone and all rooms are usable, the
absence of paintings, books and furniture is palpable, but we
expect very soon to be in a position to reclaim our goods from
storage, which will go part way to filling the gap.
4. The Newsletter has sometimes been sent to spouses of deceased
members, but there has been some inconsistency in the practise.
The Executive Committee has now decided to send it to all spouses
of deceased members who indicate a continuing interest.
5. Because of the changes that have taken place in the Club in
recent years, the Executive Committee has decided to survey the
opinions and preferences of the membership with respect to the
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Club's operations. When you get the questionnaire, please be sure
to fill it in and return it; it will take only a few minutes,
confidentiality is assured, and our ability to make policy in line
with the membership's wishes depends upon the completeness of the
returns.

EXECUTIVE NOTES

* Jack Carr, Vice-President (House), reminds members that when
functions are being held in the Great Hall at noon, the full
luncheon menu is still available in the Lamps Room for those
members who do not wish to attend the function.
. At the request of the Executive, Chris Adeney has been asked to
Chair a Membership Recruitment Task Force and he has selected the
following members to participate: James Dingwall, Diane Kruger,
Mary Jane Large and Past-President Norman McMurrich.

NEW MEMBERS

Faith Wood Green, professional, is a painter working primarily in
oils and specializing in portraitures. She has been a member of
the Society of Canadian Artists since 1970 and been a participant
in numerous exhibitions here and in England. She was proposed by
Jean Nasmith.
Arnold Smith, member, is a retired diplomat, professor and writer.
He has worked in numerous areas of the world and is a recent
resident in the city. He was proposed by R.A. Daly.
Eleanor Schott, professional, is a visual artist and an occasional
visual arts teacher with the Toronto Board of Education. Stage set
design is one of her special interests. She was proposed by Loi
Hathaway.
Peter D. Fleming, junior member, has a Bachelor degree in radio and
television production and has been technical co-ordinator of
productions at the Ryerson Theatre and several festivals. He was
proposed by Reg Wallace.
G. William George, member, is a medical doctor living in Weston but
with a practice in Brampton. He is interested in drawing and
painting in oils and watercolours.
He was proposed by Judy Smith.
David G. Ben, professional, is a young man with degrees from the
Universities of Toronto and Western Ontario and the London School
of Economics but has given up a law practice to become a
professional magician. He recently appeared for a week at the
Science Centre.
He was proposed by Jack Prior.
John Sullivan, professional, is an architect, a Past President of
the Toronto Society of Architects and of the Donalda Club. He is
interested in joining our painting sessions and in the performing
arts.
He was proposed by Howard Chapman.
June Garrod, professional, is an artist who combines painting in
watercolours and mixed media with sculpting in clay and wax and
stone carving. She was proposed by Jean Townsend.
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Russell J. Morrison, member, is an investment counsel who has written
for and edited financial publications for a number of years. He is
married to Katherine Morrison, the current Chairman of the Literary
Table and he was proposed by Ernest Sirluck.
Leith Macdonald, member, is a former teacher of dramatic arts but is
now an independent film maker and a Past President of the Toronto
Film and Video Producer's Club. She is also a member of the
Heliconian Club and co-convenor of its drama section for the past
five years. She was proposed by Gillian Bartlett.
THE LITERARY TABLE

February was poetry month with the Literary Table and it began on
February 5 with Jim Morris reading Earle Birney's poem 'David',
followed by a discussion of other Canadian narrative poems. One was
'Towards the Last Spike' written by late member E.J. Pratt, who was
able to assimilate a huge amount of documentary detail into his works.
. Two members spoke on February 19: Howard Gerring read an essay by
poet James Dickey on how to enjoy poetry so it can bring special
pleasure and understanding to your life. Murray Winton then spoke
on why and how he writes poetry, and he read several works as
examples. One, to the delight of his audience, was titled The
Literary Table Arts & Letters Club:
Of the variant joys passing time affords
There's none that is more stable
Than the fare provided week by week
At the Arts and Letters Club Literary Table
Food for the body is, of course, required
Without this we dwindle down
Search for Zeitgeist is the greater end
For the literati gathered round.
Members' papers are elegant, erudite,
Researched and refined with care,
Though it's true the occasional hot air balloon
Floats up in the rarefied air.
We come to the Table from backgrounds diverse,
All sharing the kinship of books,
Such a diversity can be creative,
You can't tell a book by its looks.
At times the surround is Pickwickian,
Although the shout of 'Humbug' seldom resounds,
Such a charge, made in Pickwickian sense,
Would be speedily ruled out of bounds
In a verbal world harassed by cliches
Still parrotted when well over-ripe,
It's good to have Tuesday's Table
As a place to escape from the hype.
Some scoffers may think Literary Tables
Are strictly designed for the birds,

They say there are more important things
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Than fiddling around with mere words.
But you and I know that there's nothing
Like a quip or a well chosen phrase,
To make the heart beat faster
And set the mind ablaze.
. On February 26, Jack Downing, another member with a special
interest in poetry, read some of his works and then led a discussion
on contemporary poets. Typical of Jack's style is this short piece:
ODE TO A ROSE
A rose is nature's finest bloom
elegance and sweet perfume
not innocent
nor yet forlorn
beauty guarded by a thorn
product of evolution's time
sophisticated and sublime.
. Club Librarian David Skene-Melvin treated the Literary Table to a
remarkable history of Canadian crime fiction on March 12. David is
Administrator of Crime Writers of Canada and involved in its annual
Arthur Ellis Award (named after a notorious Canadian hangman).
David's research identified James De Mille's The Cryptogram, set in
Britain and published in 1871, as the first criminous novel by a
Canadian. The earliest set in Canada by a Canadian was The Cromaboo
Mail Carrier by Miss Mary Leslie. However, because of the attitude
of the day to women authors, it was published pseudonymously in
Guelph in 1876 as by "James Thomas Jones".
. The delicate wit which flicked through Herbert Whittaker's
critical opinions when he was drama critic of the Montreal Gazette
(1944-49) and Toronto Globe and Mail (1949-75) glimmered again when
he talked to the Literary Table on March 19. He focussed on Galileo,
the play Marxist Bertolt Brecht wrote in the late Forties about the
Pisa-born scientist-astronomer and martyr. Whittaker produced the
Canadian premiere of Galileo for the Jupiter Theatre in the Royal
Ontario Museum in December, 1951. It was an historic evening, for
Whittaker not only cast a young actor, John Crainie, as Galileo but
bolstered him with fledglings like Lorne Greene and David Gardner.
Members' Dinner
A TRIBUTE TO
ALAN C. COLLIER

The Members'Dinner on March 19 was an affectionate tribute to the
memory of Al Collier, and a warm review of his accomplishments.
John Snell, as Master of Ceremonies, introduced Ernest Sirluck, who
expressed appreciation of Alan's contributions to the Club for 40
years: chairman of the art and membership committees, a member of
the executive committee, his Christmas panels, his role in the
Boar's Head Procession, his taping of Club events for many years
and his vehement, non-combative, on-guard stand against anything
that might endanger the Club.
Howard Gerring presented a brief biography of the artist:
graduation from the Ontario College of Art in 1933, his hobo days
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during the depression and his working as an underground miner before
moving to study and work in New York in 1937. He served in the
Canadian army during the war and on return to Canada became a member
of the Ontario Society of Artists and an Academician of the Royal
Canadian Academy of Arts. He was a teacher at the Ontario College
of Art for years before devoting full time to fine art. He painted
Canada from coast-to-coast and into the Arctic as no-one else has
ever done.
William Sherman commented on the high quality of Alan's paintings
which were hung throughout the Club during March, pointing out the
sense of strong design and the creative use of colour as well as
his versatility--landscapes, portraits and murals.
Gerald Sevier recalled that Alan was his 'mentor' in his final year
at OSA. He envied Al's height, his confident manner and hearty
laugh. He concluded with the playing of a hilarious tape that Al
created for the OSA in 1951 purporting to be a critic responding to
Al's questions about the art reviewed. The critic's comments were
actual recordings of 13-month-old Ian Collier's gurgles, shouts and
cries.
Jack Wildridge, who staged Al's first exhibition at the Roberts
Gallery in 1956 when only one painting was sold, reported that 18
exhibitions have since been held there with up to 159 works being
sold in a single year. Jack praised Al's hard work and his
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organization and said "Al's small oil sketches were works of art in
themselves, as were the larger canvasses he painted from them."
As the last speaker of the evening, Franklin Arbuckle recalled that
Al had an amazing number of friends and all thought Al was their
best friend. "If Al stopped cheerfully insulting someone, that
person would imagine they were no longer friends. I still remember
him looking at one of my early paintings," said Archie, "and his
saying 'that's when you were really good'!"
In very creative
fashion, Archie concluded with a slide presentation of how he
visualizes Al continuing to travel throughout the solar system at
the speed of light, with paint box and a handful of peanut butter
sandwiches. Al could be seen doing a canvas of our earth from a
huge scaffold on Mars, and painting innumerable cupids. The final
slide showed Al looking up at Saint Peter and painting his finest
portrait. Eeryone agreed that Al must have enjoyed the evening,
even if he wouldn't say so.
MONTY'S SPRING

SPRING
Give me Flowers that Bloom in the Spring
Yes to Plants and all Birds that do Sing
But a Fantasy Garden
I think Not, beg your Pardon
I'm Allergic to Creatures that Sting

MUSIC

Valentine's day at the Club was appropriately celebrated at the
lunch-time Music Table by the delightful performance of a beautiful
and varied program of love songs enchantingly sung by Valerie Siren
...Recent Music Table guest speakers included Canadian composer
Nancy Telfer and baroque opera conductor David Fallis. Live noonhour music concerts featured in March were: Mozart arias sung by
Jean Edwards and a program of all-time popular piano favourites
performed by Lloyd Edwards (no relation to Jean). Lloyd has been
active for many years on radio and TV as a musical director,
composer, pianist and arranger. We were fortunate that he was able
to come in as a last-minute replacement for classical pianist Carla
Hartsfield, who was unable to play as scheduled because of sudden
illness in the family...The April 4 Music Table featured a
performance of Beethoven's violin sonata in E flat major performed
by Katherine Sulem violinist with Martin Lamb as accompanist. This
was a fine performance which was well received by a large and
enthusiastic audience.
. Ian Scott, one of Canada's foremost opera experts, is the founder
and president of the Toronto Opera Club. He is frequently heard
on
the CBC, his most recent appearance being with Peter Gzowski on
the
Morningside Show of April 1. He has presented many lectures on
opera at the University of Toronto's School of Continuing Studies
and recently made a two-hour video presentation on the Richard
Strauss opera Elecktra. He has also been heard in live broadcasts
from New York on the Metropolitan Opera Quiz. He will shortly be
speaking at the Club on two diverse operatic subjects, both of which

m
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are bound to be of great interest to all Club members interested in
music, opera and literature...Flautist Laura Nashman manages her own
concert agency, Montage Music. She will be heard on a soon-to-bereleased compact disc album of impressionist music with harpist
Erica Goodman and pianist Elyakim Taussig on the Fanfare label. The
group is called 'Quintessence'...Violinist Gerard Kantarjian is a
member of the distinguished Canadian chamber group, 'The Rembrandt
Trio', which recently released its first compact disc recording on
the Dorian label 90130. This disc has received rave reviews and one
audio magazine wrote: "The Rembrandt Trio is one of North America's
most exciting chamber ensembles". Other reviews said "the level of
artistry and musicianship is unlikely to be equalled - let alone
surpassed - anywhere", and, "This brilliant Dorian recording clearly
conveys the beauty and energy of their performance. This is chamber
music of the first order with a sound quality to match"...Stanley
King presented his fourth concert at the console of the mighty
Wurlitzer for the Toronto Theatre Organ Society and the Kiwanis Club
of West Toronto at Casa Loma on February 18 and The Sunday Sun used
a large two-column photo of Stan in its report.
OUR WORLD OF ART

Four of our Club members have had watercolours selected for a
travelling exhibition, 'International Waters', a joint venture of
The Canadian Society of Painters in Watercolour, The American
Watercolor Society and The Royal Watercolour Society. The
prestigious collection, which represents some of the world's finest
watercolourists, will be exhibited at the Aird Gallery from May 4
to May 31. It will later be shown in five other Canadian cities
before moving to the U.S. in 1992 and then to England and Scotland
at the end of the year. A catalogue of the 75 paintings will be
available at $12.00. The Club artists represented in the
exhibition are: Pat Fairhead, with a painting of the Change Islands,
Newfoundland; Tom McNeely, with a painting of a cathedral he made
during a trip to Germany; Rudolph Stussi, with a painting of a man
against a background of colourful Queen Street buildings, and
Lila Lewis Irving, with a seascape painted in New Brunswick.
. Well known for her paintings, Jane Champagne has now become an
author with a book, 'Painting the Ontario Landscape', to be
published next month by the University of Toronto Press. It is a
192-page paperback guide for people who want to paint the countryside but don't know how to get started or where to go. It contains
110 line drawings and 16 maps and is priced at $19.95. The release
of the book will coincide with a major solo exhibition at The Arts
& Letters Club on June 18 from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. of Jane's recent
watercolours and acrylics and the 110 original drawings that
appear
in the book.
. Recent exhibitions at the Club have included 'Club Travel and
Sketching Groups', which was on the walls from February 18 to
March 9; the 'Tribute to Alan Collier', from March 9 to March 30,
and the current exhibition, 'Figures, Portraits and Self-Portraits',
which will run to April 30. All were organized by Barbara Howard,
assisted by Stephen Quinlan, Richard Outram, Bill Sherman, George
Sanders, Don Fraser, Zora Buchanan, Kay Murray-Weber, Otto Schenk,
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Murray Stewart, Ruth Collier, Frankin Arbuckle, Jack Wildridge, Art
Steven, Jean Nasmith, George Weber, Barbara Bickle and Lesley
Fairfield...The next Club exhibition will be 'Get Acquainted' for new
members to exhibit their work from May 6 to May 25.
. Ray Cattell and Philippa Faulkner are two Club artists whose works
will be among those being auctioned by the Royal Canadian Academy of
Arts during an 'Auction and Gourmet Extravaganza' at the Arcadian
Court, Simpsons on April 27. Among those helping to organize the
event are Harriett Bunting-Weld, Norman Campbell, Lyman Henderson,
Kenneth Jarvis, Sue Polanyi and Mary Alice Stuart.
. Mary Anne Ludlam will be having a solo show at the Horizon Gallery
in Edmonton from April 25 to May 11. She is a 'signature member' of
the Niagara Frontier Society (Upper New York State) and her work has
appeared in their two most recent shows and last year won the Daniel
Smith Award...Zora Buchanan will have an exhibition of paintings at
the Brock Street Gallery in Kingston from May 11 to May 25...Pat
Fairhead and Jack Reid will be instructing at the Blue Mountain
School of Landscape Painting this summer in the Beaver Valley
Community Centre, Thornbury - Pat from June 30 to July 5, and Jack
from July 14 to 19.
. Pat Fairhead recently had a private one-evening party at the Club
on March 6 to launch her limited edition of 48 prints of her
'Charlotte's/Memory' painting. Also on exhibition were nine of her
paintings from Nova Scotia...Franklin Arbuckle had an exhibition of
his work at Roberts Gallery from March 2 to 26...Geoffrey Armstrong
also had an exhibition at Roberts Gallery from March 27 to April 6
...Philippa Faulkner's 'Travels with my art' lecture and slide
presentation was given at the RCA's Academy House on Adelaide Street
on April 4...Jane Champagne and Douglas Edwards were among artists
represented in an 'Art For Sale' exhibition by Valenart and
Associates that opened on March 12 for several weeks at the Royal
Canadian Yacht Club...The prestigious American Artist magazine used
a page and a half in its 'Watercolor 91' Spring issue to feature
the work of Rudolf Stussi. Illustrated were a self portrait and
two paintings in his unique style. It is the second time that his
work has appeared in full colour in this publication.
BE ON THE LOOKOUT

q

Back in the 1950s, A.Y. Jackson painted in the area of Levack,
Dowling and Onaping, the three communities which make up the Town
of Onaping Falls in the Sudbury area. The Student Council of
Sheridan Tech (now Sudbury Secondary School) were so impressed with
the Jackson painting titled 'Spring on the Onaping River' that they
bought it.
The large oil (24 by 36 inches) hung in the downtown school's foyer
until 1973, not far from another Jackson painting, 'Windy Day on
Lake Superior'. When Jackson died in April 1974, the two paintings
were valued at $10,000 to $15,000 each.
School officials moved the paintings into the school office for

security reasons but late in the summer of 1974 someone smashed a
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side window and broke in. Both Jackson paintings were
stolen
leaving other works untouched. They are now valued at approximately
$75,000 to $125,000 and are still missing.
In October 1990, Mary Mastin, the wife of member Richard Mastin,
unveiled a plaque to the memory of Jackson at the High
Falls
Lookout on the Onaping River. It was erected by the Town
of Onaping
Falls with the assistance of the Ontario Ministry of Culture
and
Communications.
If you have any information about the two missing Jackson
paintings,
please contact the police.
ARCHIVES NOTES

L

In 1911, Dr. James MacCallum (Club President 1916-1918),
built a
cottage on an island at the mouth of Go Home River
in Georgian Bay.
Over the years, his guests included fellow members:
Lawren Harris,
Fred Varley, J.E.H. MacDonald, Arthur Lismer
and A.Y. Jackson. Four
years later, MacCallum commissioned MacDonald, Lismer,
Jackson and
Tom Thomson to decorate his cottage with
murals.
In 1968, they were
removed and are now housed in the National
Gallery of Canada. To
celebrate these works, the NGC has just produced
a beautifully
illustrated, 64-page monograph, The MacCallum-Jackman
Cottage Mural
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Paintings. The booklet also touches on the early days of our Club
and provides a brief history of the Studio Building, and the
Madawaska Club of Go Home Bay. In appreciation of our Club's
assistance in producing the work, author Pierre Landry, NGC
Assistant Curator of Canadian Art, has donated a copy to our
archives. It is on display in the lounge.

c

E

Archives is pleased to announce that Ted Brock has officially taken
over responsibility for the scrapbooks now located at the north end
of the lounge near the elevator...David Ritchie has donated to
archives a little gem of Canadian art history:
a copy of the
Constitution of the Pen and Pencil Club of Montreal, along with a
list of its members from 1896 to 1937. And for clippings about
fellow members, we thank Jack Carr and Jean Edwards.
Number 4
in a series
LIFE MEMBER
HERMAN VOADEN

In trying to write a sketch on Herman Voaden, one of the country's
most distinguished playwrights, there is such a wealth of material
it is difficult to decide what may be omitted. The Canadian
Encyclopedia calls him "Canada's most significant pre-WW2 playwright,"
adding that in the Thirties he "developed a unique nonrealistic,
multimedia playwriting and production style which he termed
'symphonic expressionism'."

Herman was greatly impressed with the work of the Group of Seven,
most of whom he knew well, and in 1929, just a year after arriving
in Toronto, he ran a playwriting competition that required an
exterior setting based on a Canadian painting so that the dramas
would reflect "phases of Canadian life in Northern Ontario." One of
the judges was J.E.H. MacDonald and six plays were chosen and edited
by Voaden for the book, Six Canadian Plays.
Now, at the age of 88 and possibly the oldest member of The Arts &
Letters Club, Voaden still feels that Canada, as well as the Club,
owes a great deal to the Group. "What the Group did in that dawn
of the Twenties--Canada coming alive, no longer a colony, belonging
to a new future and unique because of its wider margins--is one of
the most important events in our history. This was the turning point,
the beginning of a new Canada, our own Canada.
"It would be a good thing if the Club were more widely known as the
home of the Group and the subsequent movements in the Arts,
particularly in painting and the theatre. There's no question that
the Group of Seven, 'old hat' as they are now to many people, were
a kind of turning point where a new mountain of beliefs in what we
are, and could be, began to emerge."
Voaden spent from 1928 until 1964--while writing plays "weekends,
early mornings and so on"--as head of the department of English at
the Central High School of Commerce. In 1946 he was a Canadian
delegate to the UNESCO subcommission on arts and letters whose
deliberations led to the founding of the International Theatre
Institute in 1948. This is recalled in an item for the projected
World Encyclopedia of Contemporary Theatre--a UNESCO project
located at York University--whose managing editor, member Anton
Wagner, credits Voaden with saving it from oblivion.
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In 1989 when publication was threatened by lack of funds, Voaden
made a "save-the-project challenge grant" of $25,000, rquiring
board members to find matching funds, and it inspired a grant of
$97,000 from the Rockefeller Foundation which will allow publication
to begin in 1993.
Voaden became first president of the Canadian Arts Council in 1945
and, he says, was launched upon a career as an arts activist. That
same year he was one of the dozen leaders of the famous March on
Ottawa which pleaded with the Commons' Turgeon Committee for more
attention to the Arts. This was bringing politicians and artists
together. He was also executive director of the Canadian
Conference of the Arts (1966-68) and president of the Canadian
Guild of Crafts (1968-70).
He has lived alone since his wife, Violet (Kilpatrick)--"a
wonderful woman"--died seven years ago. Currently he is putting the
finishing touches on a collection of 15 of his plays, to be published by Simon & Pierre. Although he has difficulty walking any
distance (the result of twisting his ankles years ago in Montreaux
where he tried to play tennis in sandals) he says, "I'm no cripple,
life is very exciting and meaningful for me and I have wonderful
memories--and hopes."

ALL ABOUT MEMBERS

King Township has drafted a new plan classifying property within its
boundaries and Montague Larkin, who has resided there for 25 years,
has taken exception to it. His concerns were detailed in a letter
to the King Vaughan Weekly in which he claimed that any area
covered with trees, water and rocks "cannot by any stretch of
imagination be called agricultural"...Mavor Moore recently addressed
an Ontario Institute for Studies in Education conference and The
Globe and Mail reprinted a large portion of his talk. Mavor was
expressing concern that education and the arts are wandering about
the marketplace with cap in hand. "Theatres, orchestras and others
have turned themselves into advertising outlets for corporate
sponsors. Most organizations now spend more time and effort on
fund raising than they do on making art"...An article in the
Toronto Sun reported how people of all faiths were praying for peace
during the Gulf war and quoted various religious leaders about their
concerns. Our Malcom Sinclair, of the Metropolitan United Church,
was the only one to be quoted and photographed.
. Arthur Gelber, one of Canada's most important supporters of the
arts, wrote an article for Alternative Magazine in which he claimed
that "our artists have yet to produce a body of uniquely Canadian
works that clearly set us apart from other lands the way the great
works of other nations do"...D. Rod Austin, a recent member, is
writing a history of the Granite Club...The Multicultural History
Society of Ontario recently held 'An Afternoon with Austin Clarke'
during which he read from some of his works...Activities Chairman
Philip Mathias didn't anticipate the reaction he got when he wrote
a brief tribute to Iraqi soldiers in his Financial Post column. He
ruffled the feathers of Douglas Creighton, chairman of the
corporation that owns the paper. Creighton wrote a letter that
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appeared on the 'letters to the editor' page in which he expressed
dismay and anger. Philip was later quoted as saying "I respectfully disagree with him."
Before the furore could die down, Allan
Fotheringham, in his Maclean's column, wrote:
"What I am saying
is that one should be honored--you listening Mathias?--when the
only way you learn that the boss thinks you are a twit is through
the letters-to-the-editor columns."
. A letter from member Richard Hill reports that he is now living in
Scotland and would welcome hearing from any members visiting the
area. His address is Keith Hall, Flat 8, Inverurie, Aberdeenshire,
AB51 OLD, Scotland. Telephone 0467.20584...Non-resident member
(Ottawa) Janine Smiter has been elected a Fellow of the Royal
Society of Arts by the Council in London. The Society was founded
in 1754 for the encouragement of Arts Manufactures and Commerce.
Currently Janine is busy promoting the Mozart Music Program for
Christ Church Cathedral Choir, Ottawa, on May 11...Gail Robinson
was recently made Co-Head of the Programme in Women's Mental Health
for the Department of Psychiatry, University of Toronto. Gail has
also been elected Vice-President of the American Society of
Psychosomatic Obstetrics and Gynaecology and Chairperson of the
Ameican Psychiatric Association's Committee on Women. Due to the
unfortunate acronym of the committee, she is now Head C.O.W.
. Lela Wilson again spent the winter in Mexico but she wasn't
lacking for visitors from the Club: Zora Buchanan used her patio
to paint some street scenes; Charles and Rita Hilder found a small
overnight house nearby while they went looking for paint materials
to replace those confiscated at the airport; other Club members
included Jean Townsend, who was busy casting her small sculptures
at the Instituto Allende, and Max Henderson, recuperating from a
small operation. Lela's volunteer work there included producing a
weekly paper, 'Atencion'...When Northrop Frye died in January, two
of our members used the printed word to recall his memory:
Richard
Outram wrote a poem which was published in The Globe and Mail;
Claude Bissell wrote a 'Northrop Frye Remembered' for the University
of Toronto Magazine...Mary Alice Stuart has good reason to be proud
these days:
she was chairman of 'Breakthrough', the University of
Toronto fund raising campaign that surpassed its ambitious $100
million goal by 25 per cent and did it in half the time expected.
In fact, it was the largest ever private fund-raising effort in
Canadian history.
. Ken Clarke is a past Chairman and President of the Business &
Industry Advisory Committee to the 24-country Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development, Paris. Recently, he
attended the International Commission meeting of the International
Chamber of Commerce in Washington on March 18. Delegates
represented 22 countries and the General Agreement on Tariff and
Trade and the U.S., Mexico, Canada Free Trade Agreement were
prominent on the agenda...On April 11, the World Encyclopedia of
Contemporary Theatre, in association with the Osteoporosis
Society of Canada, presented a violin concert at the restored
Winter Garden for the benefit of the two charities. Anton Wagner
is Managing Editor/Director of Research for the encyclopedia and
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he expects that the first
of its six volumes will be published in
1993...The stage presentation of Dan Needles' one-character rural
comedy, Letter From Wingfield Farm, has been shot in video straight
from the stage and will be seen on Hamilton's Channel 11 in the
Fall.
Full performances of five other Canadian plays will also be
presented in the series...Writer and new member Susan Ioannou has
had articles accepted for the current issues of three magazines:
'The Last Word' (on poetic technique) for the winter 1991 issue of
Canadian Author & Bookman, 'One test for your short story endings'
for the April issue of Writer's Digest, and 'One scheme for testing
your short story openings'

for the May issue of Writer's Digest.

. Club member John (Chip)

Bennett Reynolds died peacefully at the

Toronto General Hospital on April 6, 1991.
A full appreciation
will appear in the next issue of the Newsletter.
THE ILLUSTRATIONS
IN THIS ISSUE

The two pencil sketches appearing in this issue were made by
Franklin Carmichael during a 1926 painting trip to Port Coldwell
on the north shore of Lake Superior with fellow Group of Seven
painter Lawren Harris.

CONTRIBUTORS
TO THIS ISSUE

Jack Carr, Alan Carrie, Warren Clements, Fergus Cronin, Jack
Downing, Jean Edwards, Barbara Howard, Kay Kritzwiser, Richard
Mastin, Jack Michel, John Morrow, Raymond Peringer, Ernest
Sirluck, Wentworth Walker, Lela Wilson and Murray Wilton.
Editor: Howard Gerring.
DEADLINE FOR THE NEXT NEWSLETTER IS JUNE 7 THE FIRST
FRIDAY IN THE MONTH. PLEASE ADDRESS CONTRIBUTIONS
TO
MARGARET McBURNEY, THE NEW EDITOR.
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SIC TRANSIT GLORIA MONAE

From the face of the Club's Mona Lisa
Shone a strangely inscrutable smile.
Though she shared our more intimate moments,
She was never judgemental or vile.
Why her place on the wall remains vacant
Is perplexing and vexes us menFor to bar Leonardo
Is going too far, so
Beware, 'til she hangs there again!
Cal Wilson

President's Report
Well over 100 members attended the 82nd Annual General
Meeting on May 30. In addition to hearing reports on the
year's activities, they learned that while our total assets had
grown substantially during the year, we incurred a large
operating deficit which used up our liquid reserves as of
March 31 (we are now operating on the money from members
fees for 1991-92). Part of the excess expenditure rose out of
the renovation and is non-recurring; part may be due to the
way we operate and must be overcome by greater efficiency
(we have a consultant working on this); but by far the greatest
part is due to the interest on the debentures and mortgage. We
expect to reduce that cost somewhat when we renegotiate the
one-year mortgage this fall, but that will not be nearly enough
to enable us to operate in the black, and we must find ways to
reduce the debt and thus the interest cost.
We will be materially assisted in this by two splendid
benefactions just received. The late J. Randolph MacDonald
made us one of the residuary beneficiaries of his estate; we
have received an interim distribution of $50,000 and more is
expected. Life Member Alexander Fee presented us with
$25,000 from himself and his wife, Elizabeth Jeffreys Fee, in
memory of her father Charles W. Jeffreys, a distinguished
painter and one of the Club's founding members.
With such encouragement we must develop a triple program:
to reduce costs, to increase revenue, and to raise capital funds.
The most important single measure, which could have further
benefits beyond the financial, is to increase membership.
Members are reminded of the six month recruitment campaign
with its special incentives and are urged to bring a clubable
friend into the Club; those who have been members for less
than two years, and therefore cannot yet sponsor new members, are urged to speak to members of the Task Force on New
Member Development or of the Membership or Executive
Committees to arrange for eligible sponsors. By action of the
executive Committee on June 7, non-resident members are
now eligible to make and second nominations for membership.
Ernest Sirluck

Letters to The Newsletter
The editor:
Yet another Arts and Letters treasured tradition is threatened.
Even the Men's Room is not immune to iconoclasts it seems,
when our own Mona Lisa is the target of their perfidy. I voice
in verse our vigorous protest:

The editor:
How do we afford the marvellous environment of The
Arts & Letters Club without having to increase initiation
and membership fees excessively? By using the Club to its
maximum capacity and by increasing membership amongst
younger professionals.
This will assure continuing interest, enthusiasm and a leadership base. In order to attract these people, the Club needs to
be run as a club. The Club must open predictably from say 11
a.m. until midnight. The bar and the kitchen should be open
to furnish snacks as well as meals. Then members will have a
refuge in downtown Toronto, for pre-theatre dinner, and
post-theatre nightcaps.
Will changes of this kind cost more than can be generated?
No! A cost effectiveness study should be carried out examining the possibility of contracting-out bar and catering services.

These problems were faced by the Chelsea Arts Club in
London, England, the results of which have been beneficial.
Peter Hermant
1

Lure of the Limerick
God Save The Queen
(Because The PremierWon't)
Politicians are Often Confused
They make Gaffes that are Sometimes Excused
But we Think it Obscene
What you've Done to the Queen
Damn it Sir, we are Less than Amused!
Monty Larkin
-- and concerning an item in The Newsletter stating: "Herman
Voaden is possibly the oldest member" [of the Club]:

paintings by James Wilson Morrice, works that Laing had
collected for nearly 40 years. Morrice was this country's first
artist to gain an international reputation. Last October, Blair
was invested as a Member of the Order of Canada.
At its convocation ceremonies, June 11, York University
conferred an honorary doctor of laws degree on Gerald
Pratley for his achievements in the field of film.
On May 3, in Montreal, Herbert Whittaker, The Globe
and Mail's drama critic for twenty-six years, was recipient of
the National Theatre School's Gascon-Thomas Award for his
outstanding contributions to Canadian theatre.
BULLETIN... BULLETIN... BULLETIN... BULLETIN
Members are reminded of our six month membership drive.
The incentives are great: for a limited time your guest(s)
receive lunch for half price and your nominee saves $150 on
the initiation fee. The challenge is this:

On behalf of Bill Swinton and "Cass"
I think it exceedingly crass
That The Newsletter states
Herman's eighty-eight rates
Ninety-plus is the age that's real class!

BRING IN ONE NEW MEMBER DURING THE DRIVE.

New Members
Wilf White
Honoured
On April 4, James A. Beveridge received a Lifetime Achievement Award for his ground-breaking work in film and mass
communications. Speakers for the event at The Art Gallery of
Ontario were Joan Pennefather of the National Film Board,
composer Lou Applebaum and filmmaker Harry Rasky.
Mary Jane Large reports that on May 25, Jack Carr,
retiring Vice President [House], was honoured for his years of
dedication and for his calm, decisive demeanor during the
move from Elm Street to the Academy and back. His family
and many friends filled the Great Hall; following dinner there
were toasts to Jack, the presentation of a handsome scroll
(created by Ray Cattel and signed by all present) and a short
presentation written by Jim Parr, produced by Violet Thresher, and directed by John Rammel. On stage were Peter
Hermant, Cal Wilson, Morna Wales, Ted Brock, John
Lytle, Monty Larkin, Gethin James, Sis Weld, Don
Pounsett, and Betty Trott, with the incomparable Jack
Yocom and Wilf White at the pianos. A highlight of the
evening was the toast to Jack from the staff, given by Club
steward Tom Domegan.
AJ. Casson was among those receiving the 1991 Order of
Ontario for excellence in their fields.
Max Clarkson, former dean of the Faculty of Management,
University of Toronto, and current director of its Centre for
Corporate Social Performance and Ethics, was honoured
recently by the Allentown Community Center of Buffalo, N.Y.
A United Way Agency, the Center is one of the largest
human-services establishments in the state. It has been
renamed The Clarkson Center for Human Services. Max
co-founded the agency in 1971.
The cover story in the winter issue of the Vic Report
featured Blair Laing, the dean of Canadian art dealers. In
December 1989, Blair donated to the National Gallery 84
2

Ron Bolt, professional, is an artist whose works are included
in major Canadian and international collections. He was elected to the Royal Canadian Academy of Art in 1985, and is a
Member of the Executive Council, Royal Canadian Academy
1986-7, 1990-91. Ron is also an Associate of the Royal
Conservatory of Music, Toronto. Proposed by Pat Fairhead.
Hugh H. Bonney, member, is a retired lawyer with 30 years
in the advertising field. Hugh served on the Boards of Theatre
Plus and Toronto Dance Theatre. He enjoys history, antiques,
theatre, architecture, design, travel and photography. Proposed
by Elizabeth Reynolds.
Beth Firstbrook, professional, is an actor (stage name: Beth
Robinson) who has performed on radio, stage, television and
movies since the age of five. Proposed by Cal Wilson.
Catriona (Kae) Fogden, member, has been an account executive in the advertising field and an active volunteer with the
Art Gallery of Ontario, the TSO, National Ballet and Garden
Club of Toronto. Proposed by Lyman Henderson.
Patricia M. Hughes, member, is a teacher and author with an
active interest in literature and publishing. She is the widow of
Campbell Hughes, who was, she recalls, "an enthusiastic
member of the Literary Table." Proposed by Les Tibbles.
Robert G. Kearns, member, is an insurance executive with an
interest in Irish archeology, history and current affairs. A
graduate of University College, Dublin, he is currently serving
as Chairman of the Board of the Ireland Fund of Canada.
Proposed by Monty Larkin.
James R. Lumbers, professional, a graduate of the Ontario
College of Art, is known for his portraits of distinguished
Canadians and, more recently, for his popular 'memory' or
'ghost' paintings. Proposed by Geoff. Armstrong.
Colin M. Morris, junior member, studied at Boston University, Mannes College of Music and the Royal Conservatory of
Music. He has played (trombone) with both the Toronto and
New York Symphony Youth Orchestras and with the Tanglewood Festival Orchestra. Proposed by Bill Sherman.

David Wight Nicholls, professional, is a photographer whose
works have been exhibited widely. He is a Licentiate, The
Royal Photographic Society, a Star Exhibitor in the Photographic Society of America and President of The Greater
Toronto Council of Camera Clubs. Proposed by Tom Hull.
Raye Oesch, professional, is a graduate of OCA who for 35
years served as Art Director for Gestetner (Canada). He has
had numerous one-man shows during that time. Proposed by
Art Steven.
John Mercel Robson, professional, is a Professor at U. of T.,
who specializes in the works of John Stuart Mill. John recently
completed a year as Visiting Fellow at Australian National
University. Proposed by Ernest Sirluck.
Paul Siren, member, has been active in the labour movement.
In 1965, he was appointed General Secretary of ACTRA. Paul
has served on the Executive Committee of the International
Federation of Actors 1967-85, and as Chairman of the joint
UNESCO/ILO Committee on the Status of the Artist. He was
awarded a "Nellie" by ACTRA in 1985 and, in 1987, was
appointed a member of the Order of Canada. Proposed by
Valerie Siren.
A REMINDER: the Club welcomes distinguished visitors to use
its facilities. Bylaw 12a. of our constitution states: "A
Distinguished Visitor is a person who is invited at the discretion of the Executive Committee, on the recommendation of

the Membership Committee, to enjoy the privileges of the
Club for a limited period of time without payment of fees."

Literature
This fall, Harper Collins will publish a new work by Michael
Bliss. Plague:A Story of Small Pox in Montreal tells the littleknown story of that city when (in 1885) it was devastated by
one of the many scourges which, with dreadful regularity,
ravaged 19th century Canada.
Eva and Edward Borins have opened a splendid new bookstore in the Park Plaza Hotel.
The Globe and Mail's "Facts & Arguments" page has
recently featured articles by Elspeth Cameron ("The dawn of
the day-care generation") and Austin Clarke ("Very different
shades of black"). On its editorial page, an article by Robertson Davies ("Loyalty to the Crown has the resonance of long
association") prompted several spirited replies. Letters to the
editor appeared from Peter Hermant, arguing against the use
of the term 'English Canada' and David Skene-Melvin
discussing Quebec's possible secession. In "Cross Current,"
Robert Fulford paid tribute to B.K. Sandwell, editor of
Saturday Night from 1932 to 1951, who was, according to
Robertson Davies, "the most influential journalist in
Canada." Making Saturdays brighter, Warren Clements'
word games have featured limericks, including one by-who
else-Monty Larkin, "telephone messages from on high" and
other delights.
Susan Ioannou published the poems "For Lost Birds:
Exxon Valdez Disaster" in the Spring issue of Canadian
Author and Bookman, and "Kitchen Territorial" in the 20th
Anniversary Gastronomique issue of Descant magazine.

Robertson Davies' U.S. publisher, Penguin Viking, is
pulling out all the stops for his forthcoming novel Murther
and Walking Spirits. A first hardcover printing of 75,000
copies is planned, supported by a major advertising campaign.
When it appears in Canada next fall, sales of 30,000 are
expected.
Literary Table
On April 16, Claude Bissell spoke on "Samuel Butler in the
Colonies." His talk continued a long and sustained interest in
this 19th century writer. The 'colonies' were primarily New
Zealand, with a brief and unhappy visit to Canada.
Sonia Sinclair's April 23 talk, "Confessions of a Ghost
Writer." revealed that notable people are no longer ashamed to
hire professionals to write their memoirs. Ghost writers now
have respectability and are acknowledged. Sonia worked on
George Ignatieffs biography The Making of a Peacemonger
and Thomas Bata's Shoemaker to the World.
On April 30 members discussed the past, present and future
of the Literary Table: the move to the Boardroom has been a
great success; plans are underway for coming speakers and
discussions; the Literary Table will remain semi-autonomous.
Harry Girling led a discussion of Margaret Atwood's Cat's
Eye on May 7, and on May 14, Susan loannou, a new
member, explored the theme of change with readings from her
own poetry. Her work has been published in 60 periodicals.
Ken Purvis led a talk on new movies at the May 21 meeting.
He recommended Hamlet, with Tom Stoppard, and Daddy
Nostalgia.

Architecture
George Hume reports that the Rogers Communications
Centre is currently under construction at Ryerson Polytechnical Institute on a site at Church and Gould Streets. The
130,000 square foot building, designed by The NORR Partnership, will house the schools of Radio and Television Arts,
Journalism, and Applied Computer Science, as well as radio
station CJRT-FM, the Eaton Lecture Theatre and the offices of
the Ontario Press Council. Occupancy is slated for September
1991. Hugh Westren of The NORR Partnership is in charge
of supervising the construction of all projects, including this
building.
Preserving our architectural heritage requires constant
vigilance. Nowhere is this more necessary than in Niagara-onthe-Lake, where concerned residents work tirelessly to protect
that town's historic buildings from the pressure of developers
(and before the town becomes tarted up beyond redemption).
Yet Niagara-on-the-Lake has one unique advantage-it is
home to restoration architect, Peter John Stokes. Peter is
president of the Niagara-on-the-Lake Conservancy, which
aims to "preserve the Old Town's unique character for the
benefit of present and future generations."
Peter is also supervising the restoration of the Conover Barn
at Mississauga's Britannia School Farm. An 80-hectare working farm on property granted in 1833 as an educational trust
by William IV of England, the farm will, when completed in
3

1993, depict historical and contemporary farming practices. It
will also make available to the community sketching, painting,
drama, and theatrical events.
Geoffrey Armstrong is a founding partner of Armstrong,
Molesworth, Shepherd Architects Inc., architects for the renovations and retrofit of the Club. Geoff, in practice for more
than 35 years, is also an accomplished artist. He recently
mounted a successful show of his paintings at the Roberts
Gallery.

Ausic
Mike Spence writes that, on March 15, Stan King
"entertained royally" at a special musical event in the Great
Hall. Through the generosity of Bob Kerr, manager of Allan
Organs in Aurora, Stan presided at the console of the latest
model Digital Computer Theatre Organ. He led guests through
a selection of "pop" classics, and some familiar Bach Fugues
and Variations. Afterwards the audience crowded the stage to
examine the organ more closely.
Nicholas Goldschmidt, the moving spirit behind The Glory
of Mozart Festival, was featured in a Toronto Star cover
article on May 24. Niki, 82, is also busy organizing the 1991
Algoma Festival and the 1993 successor to the International
Choral Festival. "Retirement," says Niki, "is not a word in my
vocabulary."

The Music Table
On April 18, Edmonton's Janet Dea, a talented dramatic coloratura soprano, sang two Mozart arias, concluding with a duet
from The Marriageof Figaro, sung with Jean Edwards. Iain
Scott introduced each number with an outline and explanation
of the plot.
On May 2 we welcomed pianist David Louie. David placed
first in the Ontario Finals of the National Competitive Festival
in 1989 and, that same year, received top prize for piano at the
International Stepping Stones Finals. He played a Mozart
piano sonata first and concluded with a dazzling performance
of Liszt's Reminiscences ofDon Juan.
Mozart and Music in May. Gerard Kantarjian, our virtuoso violinist, accompanied by Nancy Antonacci, played the joyous G Major Sonata, K301. Jean Edwards sang two Mozart
arias, the obligato voice and the violin beautifully complementing each other. They were thanked by Harold Sumberg,
who was complimented in turn for his years of work in the
music life of Toronto.
On May 23, flautist Laura Nashman began with a flute
transcription of a (harpsichord) sonata by Bach, followed by
three hauntingly beautiful melodies: the Minuet and Spirit
Dance from Gluck's Dance of the Blessed Spirits, Debussy's
Clair de Lune and the Sonate en Concert by Jean-Michel
Damase. She was accompanied by Nancy Antonacci.
At a combined meeting of the Literary and Music Tables on
May 28, Iain W. Scott spoke on translating literature into
opera. Born and educated in Scotland, Iain has lived in Canada
for nearly twenty years. He appears frequently on the Metropolitan Opera's "intermission quiz" and on Canadian opera
broadcasts. This fall he will again conduct "Introduction to
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Opera" classes for the U. of T.'s School of Continuing
Studies.
Jean Edwards writes that the evening of May 9 was "A
Grand Night for Singing." It was that... and more. One guest
enjoyed the proceedings so much that she was inspired to
donate $100 to the Club! Providing the entertainment were:
Connie Briant, Don Pounsett, Malcolm Sinclair, Connie
Payton-Kiellor, John Cozens, Valerie Siren, Elmer Phillips
and Jean Edwards, with accompaniment provided by Nancy
Antonacci. Jack Yocom and Wilf White did the piano
honours for a spirited sing-along led by Don Pounsett.
Music Chairman, Jean Edwards concluded her report to the
Annual Meeting in (what else?) song-with lyrics by J.
Edwards and music by W.A. Mozart.

Painting
In late April Sis Bunting Weld, Lyman Henderson, Sue
Polanyi, Mary Alice Stuart, Kenneth Jarvis and Norman
Campbell were involved in a fund-raising auction for the
Royal Canadian Academy of Arts. The event raised about
$35,000 for the Academy.
Canadian Airlines International has chosen works by
Audrey Garwood, Pat Fairhead and Douglas Edwards to
grace its International and Domestic First Class lounges.
American Airlines is exhibiting works by Ray Cattell, Gerry
Sevier and Douglas Edwards in its Admiral's Club. Both
projects were coordinated by Joan Nicol and Kathryn
Minard of Contemporary Fine Arts Services Inc.
The True North, a major exhibition of Canadian paintings at
the Barbican Art Gallery in London, England, features works
by J.W. Morrice, C.W. Jeffreys, Tom Thomson, J.E.H.
MacDonald, Arthur Lismer, Lawren Harris, Frederick
Varley and A.Y. Jackson. A touring exhibition, Our Home
and Native Land, which complements the Barbican show, was
staged at Canada House in London and will be seen in
Windsor, Ontario and Halifax.
In The Globe and Mail's April supplement, "Art Gallery
Showcase," Chris Yaneff claimed that "Canadian art is still
cheap...we haven't been promoting it" And at the Roberts
Gallery, Jack Wildridge acknowledged "a definite desire" [by
the art-buying public] for traditional works such as those of
Franklin Arbuckle and Alan Collier. Showcase lauded the
accomplishments of Pat Fairhead and Audrey Garwood,
women who "had abandoned the strait jacket of conformity in
order to paint the Canadian landscape in a new, exploratory
manner."
To launch the opening of the New Members' Art Show, the
Music and Art committees joined forces on May 6 to present
the Queen City Jazz Band and a feast of art, music and fellowship. Band leader Rod Staples played trumpet and trombone, with Roger Stein on saxophone and Stan Zadak on bass.
At the piano was Ron Sorley. The art show, organized by
Barbara Howard, presented the works of 28 new members.
The season's final exhibition opened May 27 with Tom
Hull's photographs of the Club prior to renovations. The
pictures will be placed in the Club's archives.

Outdoor Sketches

Recent Activities

Les Tibbles reports a successful year and thanks Bill Duthie,
John Scott, Brent Rowe, Jean Edwards, Monty Larkin and
Mary Percival for making their country places available to
sketchers. Les reminds us that members and friends are always
welcome at these outings, "whether they are sketchers, or not.
They serve as a great place to get to know your fellow
members better."
Thirty painters and friends turned up at Todmorden Mills on
April 24 and were welcomed by George Sanders, a director,
and Susan Hughes, curator of the Heritage Museum there.
They spoke of the historic and ecological importance of the
area. John Grayson showed his drawings of the original
Todmorden Mills in Lancashire and told of the 'proper'
pronunciation of the name and of the history of England's
cotton mills. Jack Prior finished off the session with some of
his magic wizardry.
On a warm and sunny May 25, sketchers assembled at
"Dunscone" castle in Mono hills where they were welcomed
by Keith and Mary Percival and daughters Karen and
Cynthia.
Jean and Gerry Sevier will welcome outdoor sketchers at
their Roseneath home on June 22.

For some time Graham W. Garrett and David Mitchell have
been involved in a research project concerning the daguerreotype-the first photographic process to be used in Canada
after its introduction in France in 1839. Graham and David
would appreciate hearing from any member with information
on this subject.

Stage
On May 22, Max Clarkson and his wife Madeleine were
hosts at a reception in the Great Hall to honour Desmond Scott
and his nine sculptures inspired by Beckett's Waiting for
Godot. The Clarksons bought all nine sculptures and have
presented them on permanent loan to the Stratford Festival
Theatre where they can be seen in the balcony foyer.
The Toronto Star's Sid Adilman devoted his column on May
4 to Cinematheque Ontario and its founder, Gerald Pratley.
Four nights each week, Cinematheque screens two movies,
either classic or new, for $5.35 ( members $4.00) at Backstage
1, (Yonge and Bloor). Adilman describes the Cinematheque
movie library, housed in its offices at 70 Carlton Street, as
"the best in the province."
Jeanie Hersenhoren will conduct another of her popular
bus tours on September 21, this one to the Shaw Festival. For
a modest price The Club provides informative remarks,
refreshments, lunch at a local restaurant and, on the return trip,
a snack supper. All this and surprise gifts, too! Reservations
must be made before July 22.
The Theatre/Film Committee gives a big thank you to Ruth
Collier for her handsome gifts of lumber, hardware and a fine
table saw. "Our scenery," reports Peter Garstang, Chairman,
"should stand up straight now."
Wingfield's Folly by Dan Needles (third of his Wingfield
Trilogy) will be presented August 15 to 31 at the Arbour
Theatre in Peterborough.

Library
The good news, says David Skene-Melvin, is that our books
have been returned from storage and are being unpacked and
re-shelved. The unpacking should be complete when the Club
re-opens in September, after which our collection will be classified and catalogued. The Library will continue to collect
books by and about Club members. Those who have recently published a book are invited to present a copy to the Club.
Archives
Members will recall the large attractive mural of Canada in the
dining room of the Academy of Medicine, painted by Charles
Comfort. Ray Perringer tells us that a smaller version of the
work has been given to the Club by the Academy as a memento of our stay during renovations at 14 Elm Street. It will be
hung with our other works of art this summer.
Members On The Move
Don Clarke, Professor Emeritus of Physiology at U. of T.,
leaves in August for a ten-day rafting trip down the Tatshenshini River, Yukon Territory. The Tatsheshini is reputed to be
more challenging than the better-known Nahanni. When asked
if she planned to accompany him, Don's wife, Pat, replied
firmly: "Absolutely not!"
Some sage once remarked: "It matters not how old you are,
but how you are old." Few people exemplify the maxim better
than John Cozens. A spirited 85, John has, since retirement
from Chief of Protocol for the Province of Ontario, developed
his skills as a calligrapher and heraldic artist- that is, when
he's not busy with a host of music activities. John is Honorary
Secretary of the Canadian Music Council and conductor of
several choral groups. This month he is off to Halifax, then to
Calgary-then home and a return to his musical and artistic
pursuits.
In mid-May, photographer Wally Joyce returned from a
month in China. He visited Guilin and took a cruise on the
spectacular Li River. Then, following in the footsteps of
Marco Polo, Wally travelled the Old Silk Road.
In July, violinist Gerard Kantarjian will be leaving for
Blonay, Switzerland, where he will be Visiting Professor at
the International Menuhin Music Academy.
In May, Gerald Pratley attended the Cannes Film festival
for the 31st time. On his return he hurried to Yorkton, Sask.,
where he acted as Chairman of the Jury for The Yorkton Short
Film and Video Festival; then to New York where he collaborated on a documentary film on the life and work of Otto
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Preminger. Somehow Gerald found time to write an appreciation of David Lean for The Toronto Star. In the fall, he will be
teaching a film course at Ryerson.
This year Maurice Snelgrove is spending several months
on a painting sojourn to Italy. He has taken a summer's lease
on a villa in Tuscany.
Pat Fairhead and Peter Garstang head for Baffin Island
and Greenland this summer. In February, Pat Fairhead, along
with Audrey Garwood and Susan Schellenberg, will join
eleven other women for a two-week jaunt down the Amazon
River in Peru. They will manoeuvre dugouts (two women per
canoe) through what has been called "the last pristine jungle."

In Memoriam

columnist and International Affairs editor--his presence there
a daily enrichment for his colleagues.
Woody taught Political Science at the University of Guelph
until the age of 75.
At his funeral, Woody's friends John Irwin and Jack
Yocom spoke movingly of his attributes as a family man, a
loyal friend and a superb communicator: "Woody could deliver his messages-on the air, in his column, in conversation
with friends in his backyard or before a fireplace with a Scotch
and water-with an emotional quality that made his ideas
resonate...A touch of humour; a touch of tragedy; a touch of
class. A man like Woody comes along rarely. Fortunate are we
to have had him as a friend."

Bradshaw, John Edward. 26 April 1991.
A prominent broadcaster and gardening commentator, John
had suffered from heart problems for the past two years, so we
had not recently enjoyed his company at the Club, where he
used to be a regular at the round table.
John served with the RCAF in Britain during World War II,
retiring as Squadron Leader. After studying horticulture at
UBC he returned to Ontario in 1950 and established his
reputation as an authority on gardening. His programme Your
Home and Garden Show continued for over 30 years on
CFRB. As well, he wrote regular newspaper columns on
gardening and a 16-volume encyclopedia, John Bradshaw's
Complete Guide to Better Gardening.
A vital man with wide personal and cultural interests, John
served in a variety of community organizations. He was a
good raconteur and he and his wife, Marian Bradshaw, participated actively in the life of The Arts and Letters Club.
MacMillan, Keith Campbell. 20 May 1991.
(Former member and son of Sir Ernest MacMillan). A radio
producer, educator, writer and philanthropist, Keith was
educated at Upper Canada College and Trinity College. He
served five years with the RCAF in Britain and North Africa.
The founder of Hallmark Recordings, he produced artists such
as Glenn Gould and Lois Marshall and for many years worked
with the Canadian Music Centre. From 1977 to 1986 he was
Music Chairman at the University of Ottawa and then, during
his retirement, founded and directed the Sir Ernest MacMillan
Memorial Foundation and continued in various capacities with
other musical institutions.

Woodside, Willson. 28 May 1991.
A graduate in engineering from U.of T.,Willson (Woody)
Woodside switched to journalism in the 1930s, providing
perceptive, authoritative and crisp commentaries from Europe
before, during and after World War II. He was at the founding
of the United Nations in 1945, ran in a Federal election in the
50s and was awarded Canada's Centennial Medal. Throughout
a long and varied career, Woody interviewed the great and the
near-great and, ominously, sent "man-on-the-street" interviews
from Europe just prior to the war. At Saturday Night he was a
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Corrections
The name of new member Faith Wood Breen was incorrectly
listed in The Newsletter in April.

Last Words
Thanks to the following members for submissions to this issue
of The Neswsletter: Leon Warmski, Chris Adeney, Wentworth Walker, Rod Austin, Harry Girling, Jean Edwards,
Alan Carrie, Katherine Morrison and Ken Pratt.
Special thanks to Lesley Fairfield for the charming cartoon
which will become a regular feature of The Newsletter; and
to Gerry Sevier for his sketch of Willson Woodside.
The new layout was designed by Andrew Sookrah. Thanks
also to Jo Currie for her assistance with copy editing.
Coming in August: Highlights of the Survey of Members. A
tribute to Howard Gerring by Jim Parr. Deadline for that
issue is Friday, August 2. Submissions to The Newsletter
are welcome. They may, however, be edited and condensed as
necessary.
Margaret McBurney, Editor
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President's Report
1. The Club has a new manager, Robert K. Gerrard, who has had
extensive managerial experience in the hospitality industry. He will
be in charge of all Club operations and will supervise Club staff. The
position of Steward has been discontinued.
2. The Executive Committee has made the following appointments to
committee chairs for 1991-92: Finance: Constance Bryant;
Membership: Jan Davis; House: Reginald Wallace; Activities:
Philip Mathias; Art: Arthur Steven; Nominating: Donald
Pounsett; Communications: John Seltzer; Music: Ezra Schabas;
Theatre: Valerie Siren; James Morris in charge of Spring Show '92;
Peter Garstang in charge of other theatre/cinema.
3. On September 26 the Club will hold its first reception for
prospective members (see Playbill). Our art works and archival
display will be in place, the new library functional and perhaps the
third floor cleaned up. In short, the house will be looking its best.
Come and bring a friend; his or her nomination can be processed
while the 50% reduction in initiation fees is in effect. Non-resident
members are reminded that they are eligible to sponsor new
members.
4. Revenue Canada has turned down our initial request to be
recognized as a charitable foundation able to issue income-tax
receipts. It has given us until September 30 to make further representations. We have prepared another submission but believe it will
receive better attention if it has influential support. Members should
write to their MPs supporting our application. A list of points that
might be covered is available from the office. LAMPS professionals
might also consider writing the Hon. Perrin Beatty, Minister of
Communications, Room 312 West Block, House of Commons,
Ottawa K1A 0A6. Please copy the Hon. Otto Jelinek, Minister of
National Revenue, Room 133, East Block, House of Commons.
Members living in the Oakville-Milton riding should write to Mr.
Jelinek as constituents. Other MPs who could be helpful are the Hon.
Barbara McDougall, (St. Pauls's) and David Macdonald (Rosedale).
Ernest Sirluck

Letters to The Newsletter
The editor:
I fully endorse Peter Hermant's remarks that appeared in your
recent and smartly laid out Newsletter. However, I can already he.ar
the murmurs: "Don't forget the Club's raison d'etre - good conversation." But stimulating discourse can no longer be our prime concern.
When we bought and renovated the building we assumed a multimillion dollar business. It must be run as such. A dramatic
membership increase is essential to support such an operation. We
would then be able to afford to keep the Club open on a regular basis.
Already I can hear the cry: "What about the costs?" Open-face
sandwiches, salads, cold and hot plates cheeses, soups, a hot buffet
dish etc. (prepared during the day) could be available evenings
without requiring a second shift of cooks. The microwave could zap
cold food into life. Finally, we have an ethnically diverse city with
kitchens creating mouth watering food at a reasonable cost. Let's see
some of their vans backing up to our delivery door. With a suitable
mark-up and with a house wine that isn't LCBO "plonk," we'd all be
happy. We now have a building to fill with people and activities-quiet conversation in the library, music in the Great Hall, painting on
the third floor. The provision of good food is just one, albeit an
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important way to improve our finances. As Bertolt Brecht so
succinctly put it: "Grub first, then ethics."
John Rammell
The editor:
Further to Peter Hermant's recommendation in The Newsletter that
the Club stay open until midnight and offer meal service, I suggest
that, on a trial basis, the Club be kept open regularly until 8:00 p.m.,
offering light, moderately priced suppers to attract younger, working
professionals.
Katharine Symons

Howard Gerring
I have often wondered why the editors of newspapers put their names
unobtrusively on the editorial page. Are they not proud of what they
do? Sometimes, as one reads the leader beneath, a case for anonymity
can be understood; but no more so than in the pieces with bold-face
bylines on other pages. "Master of mysteries," wrote Ambrose
Bierce, "and lord of law, high-pinnacled upon the throne of
thought...the editor spills his will along the paper and cuts it off in
lengths to suit.." And Bierce knew about editors: he wrote for
enough of them.
But unless a Club member happened to know, Howard Gerring,
they might not even know that he was editor of The Newsletter. And
this of a man (Bierce again) whose office is that of "a severely
virtuous censor, but so charitable withal that he tolerates the virtues
of others and the vices of himself..."
And now it's the moment to thank Howard for what he's done for
The Newsletter. Pre-Gerring, it had a sporadic record. When I joined
the Club it could hardly be called a periodical. But then, ten years ago
(eleven to be exact, but we're on metric) Howard took it on. At once
it appeared regularly.
Not surprising when you learn that Howard Gerring began his
apprenticeship in journalism when he was ten-in 1925. We need
make no secret of his age, since he is soon to become a Life Member.
Anyway, what's age, when a person goes camping with a grandson,
takes canoe trips, hikes, and argues like hell whenever he gets the
chance. Or makes the chance, maybe.
Reliability of appearance is one thing; but sturdy content is
another. The Newsletter has become a Club publication that we look
forward to receiving; that we read with an absorbing interest; that-if
we've anything to say-we write to. And that's important: The
Newsletter, despite the modesty (or apparent modesty) of its editor,
names its many contributors.
I asked around to find out what Howard did when he was on the
Club Executive. "Argued," was the uniform response.
While I wouldn't like to think that Howard's concern for good
journalism won't continue, it's pleasant to know that what began for a
ten-year-old has extended to within touching distance of Club lifemembership. The intervening years have included work with The
Toronto Star (he says he was fired because he helped organize the
Union there; I wouldn't be a bit surprised), The Sudbury Star, and
during World War II he was a public relations Warrant Officer, RCN.
Most of his career was with Saturday Night Press and then with
Southam Press. When he retired, in 1980, Howard took up the
editorship of The Newsletter.
If you've been the object of the rapier point of Howard in debate,
you won't be surprised to know that he was President of the Toronto
Sword Club. If he's selling you, remember he was Vice-President of
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the Young Men's Advertising and Sales Club. Don't get taken in by a
challenge at pool: he was President of the 270 Billiards Club. But in
August, when our Club is closed and we're guests at the Toronto
Press Club, get Howard to buy you a drink: he's already a Life
Member there. Cheers, Howard! Thanks!
Jim Parr
Manual of Club Policies
At the request of the Executive, Ken Purvis has compiled a manual
of significant Club policies and practices in order to avoid redundant
discussion and inconsistencies. Anyone needing to know whether
activities fall within established practice can examine the manual in
the Club office. Ken will keep the manual up to date during his term
on the Executive.
Lure of the Limerick
The editor:
Oh! Dear Madam, your deadline's Upon us
But it's summer and Lethargy's Wrung us
Some Topics Inspired
But Then they Expired
In September I'll do something, HONEST!
Monty Larkin
Honoured
Mary Alice Stuart has been named a Member of the Order of
Canada.

New Members
Arthur Kennedy, member, is a lawyer who has enjoyed a life-long
interest in the visual arts. As a student he participated in theatrical
productions at U. of T. Arthur is a "discriminating and knowledgeable art collector." Proposed by Jean Edwards.
Helen Florence Kennedy, member, is a student of art history and
has travelled to most of the world's major museums. She has also
worked as a volunteer for the Canadian Opera Company. Proposed
by Jean Edwards.
Merla McMurray, member, is a teacher, and a partner in a family
antique business. Interested in art and architecture, Merla has
travelled extensively seeing "the major things cited in Kenneth
Clark's Civilization." She is a member of the Dorothy L. Sayers
Literary Society in England. Proposed by John Grayson.
Janina Stensson F.C.S.L.A., professional, is a landscape architect
who was involved in the landscape design for EXPO '67, University
Avenue, Casa Loma, etc. She holds a Master of Fine Arts degree
from the University of Warsaw and is currently working on a history
of landscape design in Canada.Proposed by Lela Wilson.
Clarence Titcombe, non-resident, is a retired commercial artist and a
painter. He is a member of the Canadian Executive Service
Organization [CESO] and with them has travelled to Indonesia to
advise on rotogravure printing. Proposed by Howard Gerring.
Sandra Walton-Ball, non-resident, is a professional visual artist
living in Owen Sound. A teacher of painting and printing techniques,
Sandra is also a coordinator and acting juror for visual art
competitions. Proposed by John Irwin.
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Literature
Harry Barberian now spends much of his time in Palm Springs,
Florida, completing No Free Lunch, in which he draws on his
experience as a restaurateur.
Montreal novelist and academic Hugh Hood has had published
UnsupportedAssertions [Anansi], a collection of essays.
Hugh Walker has just completed O'Keefe Centre: Thirty Years of
Theatre History [Key Porter] to be published in September. Hugh
recounts the days when he welcomed to Toronto such stars as Judy
Garland, Katharine Hepburn, Elizabeth Taylor, Julie Andrews and
Dame Margot Fonteyn. Hugh even lured the Queen to view the
architect's model of the building in 1959-thus silencing complaints
from the city's pulpits decrying an "unholy alliance" between beer
and the arts. On Wednesday, September 25, at Minds on the Move,
Hugh will share with us his behind-the-scenes tales of thirty years at
the centre of Toronto's theatrical life.
Editor and anthologist John Robert Columbo has just written A
Writer's Map of Toronto, priced at $5.00. It pinpoints literary
landmarks, including The Arts and Letters Club.
In The Globe and Maits "Facts and Arguments," Austin Clark
recently held forth on "A sedentary man's downtown delights,"
reflecting upon the pleasures of two martinis at his favorite bar, while
"beauteous women...with bags that bear the names Armani,
Chanel...and Honest Ed's" pass by.
On the July 27 book pages of The Globe and Mail, author Alberto
Manguel in "Second Thoughts" listed those books he would take with
him on his "final joumey,"-books "without which I cannot conceive
the world: Borges' Personal Anthology, the Selected Poems of
Richard Outram, Chesterton's The Man Who Was Thursday and
Alice." [Alice's Adventures in Wonderland].
Auctioneer David Ritchie was featured recently in The Globe and
Mail when a bracelet that had belonged to the wife of Canadian air
ace Billy Bishop went on the auction block. Made of miniatures of
his war medals, the bracelet's estimated worth was between $8,000
and $12,000.
And in The Globe and Mail's "Arts Weekend," June 29, Louis
Applebaum named Robertson Davies as his Canadian cultural hero,
"because he's been able to make his mark internationally by being
absolutely true to himself-persistently, consistently, he's never
changed his stripes."
Jim Parr will chair a panel discussion of The Chesterton Tradition
in Modem Journalism on September 20 at St. Michael's College.
CANCOPY, a collective dealing with reproduction rights for
writers, visual artists, etc. has hired John Irwin and Paul Siren to
negotiate licences with colleges and universities, both users of
copyright material.
Susan loannou's poem "Winterizing" was published in Other
Voices.
Literary Table
Recent speakers at the Literary Table have included John Grayson
discussing March Through Military Medicine (Lugus) which was
recently reviewed in the British Medical Journal. It included his
meeting with Albert Speer, two close calls in Italy and the freeing of
Greece from malaria. On June 11, Audrey Gauthier described her
adventures in Senegal and Morocco where she travelled with her
husband for CESO.
Sunshine, potluck and conversation highlighted the June 18 picnic
in Katherine Morrison's garden. In thanks for her chairing the
Literary Table, Jack Downing dedicated a poem to her. Harry
Girling led a discussion on books recommended for holiday reading.

On July 9, the Poetry Lunch premiered to an overflow crowd, as Bob
Blackburn, Lois Darroch, Jack Downing, Audrey Gauthie, Harry
Girling, John Grayson, Susan Iannou, Charles Magee and
Murray Wilton shared their poems aloud.
Hugh Hood will speak in the Great Hall on Tuesday, September
10, prior to opening the Harbourfront Reading Series that evening.
Hugh, a fan of P.G. Wodehouse, once claimed that he longed to have
been a member of [Wodehouse's] Drones' Club: "I'd have thrown
bread rolls across the room with the best of them."

Architecture
October marks the 100th anniversary of our building, an occasion
that will be celebrated at a Members' Dinner on Wednesday, October
16, held jointly with members of the St. George's Society. Plans have
yet to be finalized but there will be representatives present from the
Toronto Historical Board, the Ontario Heritage Foundation and from
various branches of government.
A recent article in Toronto Life's "Homes" section featured
Murray Oliver, one of this city's leading interior designers. A
graduate of OCA, Murray was with Eaton's interior design studio for
twenty years before establishing his own practice.

Music
The Music Committee is planning Thursday luncheon Music Tables,
beginning September 26. Musicians and writers will discuss
contemporary musical life. Concerts, with commentary, will be given
at some Music Tables by Club members and visiting musicians. An
opera night is planned for the fall and a composer's night for the
Spring.
Jack Behrens' Landmarks (1991) received its premiere by
Orchestra London [Canada], Uri Mayer conducting, February 20 and
21 at London's Centennial Hall. Behrens' Fantasiaon a Fragment
with Boyd McDonald, fortepianist, was performed by the KitchenerWaterloo Symphony, Uri Mayer conducting, on January 16 and on
January 26 at the Premiere Dance Theatre, Toronto, by New Music
Concerts, Robert Aitken conducting. Both works were broadcast
nationally by CBC Stereo.
Music Magazine's May issue reported on the Guelph Spring
Festival which will move in 1994 to the $12 million Guelph Centre
for the Performing Arts. The advisory board includes Louis
Applebaum, Arnold Edinborough and Nicholas Goldschmidt.
Appearing in the July issue of the magazine is a profile often or
Paul Frey by Valerie Siren.
Opera in Concert will stage four operas this coming season. Iain
Scott will give a "backgrounder" presentation about each opera and
its composer prior to the performance.
February 15, 1992 soprano Valerie Siren will be a featured artist
at the St.Lawrence Centre for the Arts when MUSIC Front and
Centre presents one of six concerts planned for its 1991-92 season.

Painting
At the Toronto Outdoor Art Exhibition at Nathan Philips Square on
July 13, Ken Purvis presented his first annual award for Best Portrait
in the exhibition. Andrew Sookrah and Jim Lepage were exhibitors,
Pat Fairhead acted as judge for the Best Watercolour award and
Aaron Milrad was named an Honorary Board Member. Kay
Kritzwiser, a member of the original 1961 TOAE Board, was
presented with a mounted copy of the 30th anniversary poster.
Arthur Steven and his wife Jessica were invited by Royal

Academy president, Roger deGrey, to the private opening of an
addition to the R.A. Galleries, Burlington House, London, in June.
Art and Jessica later painted in the Hebrides preparing for Art's
November show in Calgary at the Kensington iallery. While on
Skye they were surprised to meet Sheila and Maurice Snelgrove,
Maurice on his way home from Italy. Last year Art and Jess met Ron
Vickers and Dorothy at The National Gallery, London. The ALC is
everywhere!
The Art Committee is planning shows for 1991-92, directed by
Steven Quinlan. Watch for details in The Newsletter and Playbill.
Thanks to Tom Hull for his photographs in the lounge and Great
Hall. They helped us through our difficult renovation period.
Les Tibbles is featured in the Summer 91 issue of Wildflower,
North America's wild flora magazine. Sculptor Ken Jarvis was
elected President of the Royal Canadian Academy of Arts at its
Annual General Meeting in June. Gerry Sevier is a Member of
Council. From September 12 to October 17 the Academy will mount
an Alan Collier Exhibition.

Outdoor Sketches
About fifty members and friends turned up at Gerry and Jean
Seviers' on June 22-they sketched, painted, hiked or just enjoyed
the company. As one new member noted: "The painting is important
but so also is the opportunity to meet other members." And, on July
27, sketchers visited John Scott's Locust Ridge Farm for another
enjoyable outing. Our thanks to the Seviers and the Scotts for their
hospitality.

Stage

Degas said, "Everyone has talent at twenty-five. The difficulty is to
have it at fifty." Not so, was the consensus at a recent meeting of the
Theatre Committee, chaired by Valerie Siren. A full slate of
activities is planned for the up-coming season-plays, musicals and
readings. To keep the spotlight on the Great Hall's stage, members
are needed: writers, actors, singers, dancers, set-designers and
builders, back and front stage workers.
There's lots happening off-stage, too. Come to a theatrical seminar
and learn the secret of comic timing; or discover what's happening in
theatre in Toronto. The name of the game is INVOLVEMENT. If
you're interested in proving Degas wrong, contact Peter Garstang,
Jim Morris or Valerie Siren.The secret to enjoying the Club lies in
participation.
Anton Wagner reports that the Drama Centre, U. of T., will be
performing Herman Voaden's Rocks, from October 1 to 5 at 8:00
p.m. and October 6 at 2:00 p.m. in the Studio Theatre, 4 Glen Morris
Street. The play, which premiered in Toronto in 1932,will be staged
along with Mavis Gallant's My Heart is Broken as part of Northland
Perspectives. Admission is free; for information call Louella Massey
at 978-7986.
"Honest Ed" Mirvish celebrated his July 24 birthday in his usual
quiet, self-effacing manner by welcoming throngs of well-wishers to
his store and presenting awards to Nellie's [hostel for battered
women] and the Metro Police Widows and Orphans Fund.
Recent activities
On June 13, a reunion of Sherman Laws Ltd., commercial artists, was
held in the Great Hall. Past and present employees from around the
world attended, among them Lew Parker, Norm Laws, Gord Laws
and Bill Sherman, each of whom (in 1948) contributed $100 as
operating capital to found the firm.
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BULLETIN...BULLETIN...BULLETIN...BULLETIN...
So far we have attracted only 15 new members in The New Member
Development Campaign. Since April 1. we have lost, through
attrition and resignations, 25 members including four non-residents.
26 members have yet to pay fees.
Luncheon discounts for guests and the half-price initiation fee will
be in force throughout the fall. Let's all really make an effort to get
the Club up to full membership by the end of November.
Archives
John Fleetwood Morrow continues to endow our archives with
items of special interest. Among his latest gifts is a photograph of
Past President J.E.M. MacCallum taken by late Life Member
Randolph MacDonald. This latest gift came through the good
offices of Wentworth Walker.
Keep news clippings and photographs coming. Great for the
scrapbook; great for the archives.
House Committee
It has been decided not to include alcohol in the price of dinners at
the Club. This committee welcomes your comments on this change of
policy.
The Members' Dinner, September 19, will feature a debate, chaired
by Ernest Sirluck. Participants will include Lyman Henderson,
Betty Trott, and Ray Peringer. The topic: Resolved that censorship
is necessary for the creative process.

Members on the move
The AGO has organized a 14-day art tour to the Soviet Union and
Finland. The tour, led by Kae Fogden, leaves September 20 and will
include Helsinki, Moscow, Kiev and Leningrad.
lan Montagnes, Editor-in-Chief at University of Toronto Press,
leaves this month for China where he will conduct a two-week
workshop (sponsored by UNESCO) at People's University, Beijing,
on the management of university presses.
In Memoriam
Laing, Blair. June 26 1991
One of Canada's best-known art dealers, Blair Laing, died in Toronto
at the age of 78. As the head of one of the country's oldest familyowned galleries, Blair began collecting Canadian nineteenth-century
watercolours and drawings in the years when no one else wanted
them. He was particularly interested in the works of James Wilson
Morrice and, in 1989, donated 84 Morrice paintings to the National
Gallery. Blair was named to the Order of Canada in 1990.
Reinke, Carl. July 22, 1991
Carl, a long-time member died in late July. Carl's sister, Lenore
Clare, also died two days later. Carl was former journalist and
member of the National Press Gallery covering Ottawa for Canadian
newspapers and press services. During World War II he served
overseas as an information officer in the RCAF. In his post-war
career he was for many years director of public relations for Du Pont
Canada Inc.
After retirement Carl continued as a communications consultant to
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corporations and institutions and throughout his life he was active in
national and international professional associations and as a volunteer
in non-profit community organizations. Friends from newspaper,
magazine and public affairs communities attended the joint memorial
service for Carl and Lenore in Toronto on July 29.
Reynolds, John Bennett. April 6 1991
He was John Bennett Reynolds on official forms, and J.B.Reynolds
on envelopes, but Chip Reynolds to his friends. When he died, the
Club lost a man with a lively wit, a keen intelligence and a habit of
cutting through the cotton batting of a conversation to the point. To
talk with him was to engage in a rewarding volley of ideas and quips.
The eulogy by his friend J.E.D. Stuart painted Chip's life in broad
outline: born in Ottawa (1919); educated at Ashbury College;
graduated from McGill (1943) with a B.Comm., Chip spent four
years in the U.S. Navy as a mine disposal officer-and won the
Bronze Star for heroism in a demolition operation at Balikpapan in
southeastern Borneo, June 26-30,1945.
Mr. Stuart referred to "Chip's long and distinguished career with
what was once...the Industrial Acceptance Corporation." Chip
married Bets in 1951. He had a winning way with young people.
They moved to Toronto from Montreal in 1970. After retirement they
wintered at their Key West home, until the long drive south became
too much. He remained active in the Club, celebrated all of Bets'
birthdays and endured cheerfully his hospital confinements.
Warren Clements Voaden, Herman. June 27 1991
In an interview at the age of 84, Herman Voaden claimed that he had
enjoyed a "fabulously happy life." Certainly it was a productive one.
A member of the Club since the early 1930s, Herman was a noted
playwright, teacher, politician and enthusiastic supporter of the arts.
He served as first president of the Canadian Arts Council. In 1949 he
met with like-minded men at the Club to lobby for a Royal
Commission on the Arts which led to the creation of the Canada
Council in 1957.
Herman's plays introduced Canadians to avant garde theatre and
his seven major symbolist dramas, incorporating imagery inspired by
the Group of Seven, brought him fame in the years between the wars.
He taught full-time at Central High School of Commerce, ran for MP
in three federal elections and remained throughout his life a
passionate promoter of experimental theatre. He was a winner of the
Canadian Drama Award, a Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts and a
Member of the Order of Canada.
Submissions to The Newsletter have been received from Ray
Peringer, Les Tibbles, Art Steven, Stephen Quinlan, Valerie
Siren, Jack Behrens, Art Steven and Steven Quinlan.

Last words
Members are invited to report on visits to affiliated clubs in New
York and London.
We'll miss steward Tom Domegan at the Club and we wish him
well. At present Tom is on an Outward Bound trek in northern
Ontario.
Coming in October: The first in a series of articles on Club history
by Howard Gerring. Deadline for that issue is Friday, October 4.
Submissions to The Newsletter are welcome. They may be edited and
condensed as necessary.
Editor: Margaret McBurney
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^^President's Report
1. There are two months left in our membership drive. The
special reception for prospective members was a very good
party, and preliminary indications are that it is engendering
some memberships. But it is imperative that the effort be
broadened. The recession has been hard on some of our
members and, sadly, a number have had to relinquish
membership. The health of the Club requires that we not only
make up for these losses but also substantially increase our
numbers.
Enclosed with this Newsletter you will find a nomination
form. We hope that it will serve to crystallize your good
intentions and provide the immediate stimulus for a
nomination. Each of us knows someone who would enjoy the
Club and be a good member. Please introduce him or her to
the Club. (Tie 50% discount on food ft* guests at lunch, as
well as on the initiation fee, remains in effect until the end of
November).
Membership renewal is the Mfeblood of any club. It
determines the vitality of activities, the club's financial health,
and the character of the club itself. Renewal and increase are
at this time of critical importance to The Arts and Letters
Club. Please make an individual and personal commitment
2. On behalf of the Executive Committee, I thank those
debenture-holders who are helping the Club by volunteering a
reduction in the rate of interest or by forgiving a portion of the
ipital.
Ernest Sirluck

October 1991

[Saturday Night, September 1991]: "...institutions of great
quality or venerability, or both, have no guarantee of survival
simply because of their laurels or longevity. They will survive
and prosper only if they are determined to do so."

Mew Members
Lure of the Limerick
That's PrepOSTRYous!
If youfre Not feeling Very Industrious
And would Much prefer Being Illustrious
It's a Tough row to Hoe
But youll Reap what you Sow
TVO plays the Game, it's PrepOSTRYous.
Monty Larkin
HI! HO! —COME TO THE FAIR
Zora Buchanan, Lois Hathaway and an enthusiastic
committee are staging a:
FUNFAIR
Sunday, October 27 -12:00 noon to 5:00 p.m.
There'll be fare for all:—clowns—fortune tellers—
magicians—poster ale—paintings—a Town Crier (and his
sidekick, the Keeper of the Gong) to annoimce events—book
sale (tapes and records, to))—White Elephant Table (donft
throw out Grandma's vase!)—silent auction (bid for Philip
Creighton's medieval dinner, theatre tickets, an Adourian
oriental rug, and much, much more)—story telling for
children—Devonshire Cream Tea—bate sale—"Starvin*
|Artists' Lunch11—books sipied by Club authors—piano by
'jack and Wilf....and anything else that comes to mind!Ill
Cheers to the committee for launching this innovative event
Everyone's support is needed. In the words of John Fraser

Shirley Dyck, member, holds a Master of Divinity degree and
is a minister "in taking" at St. Luke's United Church,
Toronto. Shirley was married to an obstetrician, lived from
1979-84 in Saudi Arabia and, when widowed, returned to U.of
T. for studies in theology. Proposed by Katharine Morrison.
Donald John Gillies, professional, is a professor in the Film
and Photography Department at Ryerson, and a former pupil
of Marshall McLuhan. A native of Scotland, Don admits to an
admiration for the bagpipe and for malt whiskies, of which he
has "a modest collection." Proposed by George Hume.
Norma Hutchings, non-resident, Eves in Homing's Mills and,
with her husband, has operated Homing's Mills Pottery and
Art Studio since 1971. She studied at Central Technical
School with Doris McCarthy, Carl Schaefer and Florence
Wyle. Her pottery has teen exhibited widely. Proposed by
Jane Champagne.
John Glenday Matthew, member. A graduate of Cambridge
and Yale, John is responsible for client decisions on architectural design for Ontario Hydro's three-tower complex at 5QG0
Yonge Street, starting construction this year. Tie North York
Performing Arts Centre w i i be a major component of the
development Proposed by Michael Spence.
James Gary Stark, professional, is an industrial designer and
artist who has woiked for the coiporate sector as well as
teaching at OCA, Georgian College, and Ryerson. His
interests include {Minting, sculpture and photography.
Proposed by Jim Parr.

Past Presidents
Kenneth Jarvis—44th President 1984-86
Ken Jarvis, born in Rosedale in 1926, was not always a
sculptor. A good part of his life was spent as a lawyer and for
30 years he was secretary of the Law Society of Upper
Canada. When he retired about three years ago he was
appointed an Honorary Bencher—a somewhat plebeiansounding appointment until one realizes that there are only
three such in the Society, the others being the Queen Mother
and Margaret Hatcher. (The late Roland Michener was also
an Honorary Bencher).
But he found time over the years to become a much-indemand sculptor, with examples of his work at Osgoode Hall,
the universities of Toronto and York, the Supreme Court
Building in Ottawa and as far away as England. Three of his
works are to be seen (when artwork is redistributed) in the
Club: of Chuck Mathews, A J.Cassoe and Floyd Chalmers.
Recently he completed a head of Pauline McGibbon, Ontario's
former lieutenant-governor. This year he was elected president
of the Royal Canadian Academy of Arts.
Some significant changes took place during Ken's term of
office. A member since 1964, he was well versed in attempts
to purchase our building from the SLGeorge's Society and he
helped reverse their reluctance to sell to their tenant of some
60 years by convincing the Society's president that St.
George's Hall needed repairs that only the Club could carry
out Ken was happy to close the purchase on the very last day
of his regime.
Fergus Cronin

Literature
The fall list from The Porcupine's Quill features three volumes
of short stories by Hugh Hood: The Isolation Booth; Flying a
Red Kite; and A Short Walk in the Rain. Hugh teaches English
literature at the Universit6 de Montreal.
Also from The Porcupine's Quill are two volumes of poetry
by Richard Outrara: Man in Love and Hiram and Jenny.
The Summer issue of Performing Arts magazine featured
"Hungary Reborn!," an article by Kay Kritiwiser on
Toronto's upcoming Hungarian Festival of the Arts.
Elspeth Cameron's cover article on Judge Andree Ruffo of
the Quebec Youth Court, highlighted Saturday Nights
September issue.
Alumni Hall was recently the scene of a party given by
Victoria University and U of T Press to celebrate the
completion of The Collected Works of John. Stuart Mill and to
honour its General Editor (and a new member of this club)
John M Robson. Unlike many of his Victorian contemporaries. Mill had never been the subject of a "collected works."
This massive project, begun in 1960, comprises 33 volumes
and over 17,000 pages.
Susan loannou recently published two literary articles:
Fine Tune Your Poems: The Comma, in Canadian Author and
Bookman, and Why Poetry? in Surface and Symbol.
Literary Table
The Literary Table opened the season with prolific 'author
Hugh Hood discussing his "lunatic undertaking: to publish by
the year 200...130 collated short stories—a brief chronicle of

the development of English prose in Canada." His newest
release, The Isolation Booth, is volume three.
On September 17, undaunted by the TTC strike, eight
members gathered with acting chairperson Harry Girling to
recount their summer reading experiences.
On September 24, still clear-eyed after watching 40 films in
one week. Ken Purvis and Harry Girling reviewed the
Festival of Festivals. Two top choices were: The Events
Leading To My Death (Bill Robertson's Toronto-set drama)
and, Prospero's Books, Peter Greenaway's highly visual film
based on 17th century books.
Minds-on-the-Move, on October 2f co-hosted Modris
Eksteins discussing the "writer1 s rites" behind Ms 396-page
"Cubist essay," The Rites of Spring. A cultural historian,
Professor Eksteins wanted to move beyond a narrow political
perspective to tackle some of the "big gaps in the writing of
historytM particularly the "impact on people" of World War I,
and "the journey inward" of "the soldier, uncomprehending,
confronted by technology and the power of bureaucracy."
Susan loannou

Mrcfiitecture
On October 16 we mark the 100th anniversary of our
building—its survival remarkable in an age when so many of
its contemporaries have been wantonly demolished. Our
ceremonial dinner that evening, held jointly with the
StGeorge's Society, will celebrate this significant milestone.
The British Consul-General and other dignitaries will be on
hand for the occasion.
The St. George's Society Hall, designed by architects Robert
James Edwards and Hiram Webster. Their sturdy Romanesque
Revival building was quite in keeping with the popular style
of the day. (Patricia McHugh, in Toronto Architecture: A City
Guide [Toronto, 1985] describes it as "a Victorian
smorgasborg with enough Old World Mstoricizing to make
members feel right at home"). The street on which it stands
was named after a legendary ancient landmark, a solitary elm
tree that once stood near the corner of Yonge and Elm.
In 1920, The Arts and Letters Club moved in. Its enthusiastic and talented members set about renovating the 29-year-old
building from top to bottom. They added a magnificent
baronial fireplace, a choir loft and other major improvements.
H e result* according to Michael Huckner in Toronto: The
Way It Was [Torontof1988] was "a combination of the warm
comfort of a private club, and the irreverent, self-mocking
rituals of a group of clever people...who created mockbaronial coats-of-arms for the founding members and early
presidents." [Architects for the renovations were members
Henry Sproatt and Ernest Rolph, whose firm is also
remembered for the National Club on Bay Street (1906), Hart
House at U.of T. (1911), Bishop Strachan School, the library
and chapel at Victoria College, St.Andrewfs College and the
Soldiers1 Tower (1924), adjacent to Hart House honouring the
600 U of T students and graduates who dial in World War I)
Specer E. Higgins is Senior Vice President of the
Architectural Conservancy of Ontario, and organization that
labours diligently to preserve this province's architectural
heritage. Members at Large include Wentworth D. Walker,
(a life member of the A.&L.C.) and Alice King Sculthorpe of
Port Hope.
Architect Harry Morrison Lay has recently opened his OWE
office specializing in the design of city and country homes.
Current projects include an "Ontario Cottage" in Port Hope, a

studio for a Toronto puppeteer/ventriloquist, and "a room with
a view11 for a house in Wychwood Park—"the only worthwhile
view in the city," according to his client In the past four years.
Hairy has become the father of four children. And the rest of
us thought we were busy.

Music
Bravo magazine in its September / October issue features an
article by William Littler cm Nicholas GoMschmidt,
"Entrepreneur Extraordinaire.w
Euby Mercer, founder and Editor Emeritus of Opera
Canada magazine, has recently written The Qualicos [Mosaic
Press], a biography of Louis, Gino and the late Lina QuUieo,
Canada's remarkable operatic family. Ruby, a graduate of the
MUiard School in New York, was a leading soprano at the
Metropolitan Opera and founded the Canadian Children's
Opera Chorus. She is a recipient of the Canadian Music
Council Medal (1983) and of a "Lifetime Achievement
Award" from the Toronto Arts Awards (1988). She appears
weekly on CBCs Saturday Afternoon at the Opera.
This month will see the release of a CD album De
Pmfundis, [Hungaroton] by Franz Liszt, a major work that did
not receive its premiere until last August in Budapest Liner
notes have been provided by Alan Walker, one of the world's
leading Lizst scholars and a Professor of Music at McMaster
University. The unfinished score by the great 19th century
pianist-composer came to light only recently and was
completed -"just eight or nine measures" needed—by Toronto
musician Michael Maxwell. It is performed by pianist Philip
>mson, with Kerry Stratton conducting the Hungarian State
Symphony Orchestra.
Soprano Barbara Collier will appear in three upcoming
concerts: (1) Classical Cabaret at the George Ignatieff Theatre,
Oct. 20, with Glyn Evans; (2) on November 7 and 17 at the
Leah Posluns Theatre in a Mozart Opera Concert with the
North York Symphony; and (3) on December 1 with the
Toronto Operetta Theatre at the Stiawrence Hall, in an Ivor
Novell© program with Mark Dubois.

Tainting
Stephen Quintan reports that the Archives Exhibition was
well received—a refreshing show of old familiar faces and
memorabilia. He extends thanks to Ray Peringer, John Snell,
Jean Nasmith and Jean Sevier.
Fergus Cronin has written an affectionate article on Alan
Collier for the August/September issue of Up Here, a
Northwest Territories magazine. He recounts some of Alan's
hair-raising experiences during four trips to the far north
where "he found the essence of the Arctic" and translated it
into some 300 landscape paintings. The RCA recently staged
11
An Artist's Journey" (with the assistance of Ruth Collier and
Ian Collier, Ken jarvis, Cleve Horn, Kay Kntzwise and
Jack Wildridge), a retrospective of Alan Collier's work.
Zorra Buchanan has had paintings accepted for the first
juried sale of the McMichael Volunteer Art Sales and Rental
Committee.

Recent Shows
The Royal Canadian Academy sponsored Print "91 during the
summer. Included were works by Phillipa Falkner s Ruth
Tulving and Kay Murray-Weber.
Noreen Mallory's monoprints were exhibited at Gallery
Sheila Roth in September. Reproductions of her paintings are
featured on the covers of husband Hugh Hood's three
volumes of collected short stories.
Also in September, John Joy had an exhibition and sale of
watercolours and acrylics at the Westmount Gallery,
Etobicoke.
A J . Casson, now in his 94th year, exhibited a collection of
limited edition prints at Bremner Fine Art, Markham.
Coming Up
On Wednesday, October 16 at 2:00 p.m., Jane Champagne
will give an illustrated slide lecture at the McMichael
Canadian Art Collection in its Tea and Talk Series:
"Rediscovering the Ontario landscape." Jane will discuss
Ontario landscape painting from early times to the present,
with emphasis on work by members of The Arts and Letters
Club. Jane will also be mounting a solo show: "Landscapes" at
Gallery Gator, 587 Markham Street, from November 3 to 24.
The official opening will be November 3, at 2:00 p.m.
Margaret Florence Ludwig will exhibit her paintings of
the north at Gallery 306,80 Spadina Avenue, from October 18
to 26.

Stage & Screen
It*s thirteen years since Jim Parr wrote his first operetta for
the Club, collaborating with Malcolm McGrath, who
composed the music. Faust ami Lucy was such a success
during its two-night stand, that it was repeated a few months
late-. Six more operettas have since been'written for the Club
by Parr and McGrath. Another, The Flying Trucker (1988)—
was a collaboration between Jim and Dan Parr. Now the
librettist is teaming up with posthumous composers: Felix
Mendelssohn and Scott Joplin. "Mai and Dan were great to
work with," says Parr, "but this way, I can guarantee—well,
almost,—that therell be no arguments about metre and
rhyme." Earl of Cloves and Solomon will be seen November
12,13,19 and 20. [See Playbill].
CMve A Smith is a silent partner in Toronto's highly
successful Nelvana Ltd., an animation studio recently making
headlines. Nelvana produces movies (The Care Bears, Babar,
etc.) as well as live action shows, and is known for its superb
animation. It was founded in 1971, with CMve Smith the chief
animator. Recently a British grandfather recorded Nelvanafs
Rupert and Little Yum for his five-year-old grandson. But
when he used his fteeze-firame button, he found cuddly Rupert
Bear with some surprising books in the foreground: Matrons
In Leather; A Guide to Knickers and Spanking. A spokesman
for Nelvana claimed, "it was probably some innocent in-house
jc*e...never meant to be finally screened."
In the September issue of the Imperial Oil Review, Kenneth

Bagnall writes that Canada has long been known as home of
the wortdfs most renowned magicians—including the late
Sidney Johnson, known professionally as Sid Lorraine.
Before Ms death in 1989, Lorraine had received "every honour
international magic could confer." When people wrote him,
they did so "for much the same reason the ancient Greeks
flocked to Delphi when the oracle was still around."

Mrcftwes
The estate of long-time member John Galilee has donated to
the archives several items dating back to 1946. Of special
interest is a letter from Canterbury written by the former
Warden of Hart House, J.Burgon Bickersteth, thanking Galilee
for copies of The Newsletter, and extending greetings to
A.Y Jackson and Barker FaMey.
Members are again asked to search their files for any early
material related to the Club. Just give the Archivist a call to
arrange a pick-up.
Ray Peringer

LiBrary
Our Library Committee is headed by Harry Campbell who
served as Chief Librarian of the Toronto Public Libraries from
1956 to 1978. He is presently responsible for CINFGLINK, a
linkage project with China to further information transfer and
training. Right now he is again visiting China—his ninth trip
to that country.
Survey of Members
Connie Briant reports a 4 1 % return from die survey
completed last spring. Members stated that:—they joined to
meet people and to eifjoy good conversation; 85% felt that
their expectations had teen met;'—the club is friendly (94%); a
); a good place to Mng guests
(85%); an important part of their life (81%);—the quality of
food is excellent or good (67%); fair (27%), poor (2%). No
reply: (4%);—the Club's meal prices are the same or lower
than at downtown restaurants;—they overwhelmingly prefer
m have an open bar included in .the ticket price at Members1
Dinners;'—they are equally divided (48% to 47%) over the
inclusion of wine, in the price for dinners;—favored
programmes are: luncheon speakers; art openings; luncheon
music events;—events attended by over 70% of members:
Boar's Head Dinner; Spring Show; Members1 Dinners;—they
approved of Playbill and The Newsletter,—financial considerations are important (51%);—they approve the tan on
smoking (85%).
House Committee
Roly PIncot, Mike Spence and Graham Garrett have
laboured diligently (and unheralded) most Saturdays for the
past few months, paining the nether regions of the basement

and completing many tasks left undone after die renovations.
Time PresenL...Time Past
Our necent six-month-long renovation of 14 Elm Street is still
fresh in everyone's mind. But that wasn't the only time Club *
members had undergone the rigour of moving, upgrading or'
refurbishing their quarters. In fact, the A&L had been in its
first Club room for just 10 months before being asked to
move!
In 1908, shortly after the Club was formed, the members
rented a single-room garret next door to the Brown Betty
restaurant, opposite the King Edward Hotel. The room
contained a rented piano, and a gas jet at the head of the stairs
for coffee. Meals were carried up two staircases by waiters
from the Brown Betty.
Faced with a sudden eviction (for reasons not recorded)
members were able to rent an old Assize Court Room behind
the No.l Police Station on Adelaide Street East. It had been
occupied by the New Canadian Art Club and before that had
been used as a studio by artist Fred ChaDener, a charter A&L
member. The entrance was a door in a dingy wall near the
police station's manure heap on Court Lane, and the landlord
was the County of York.
After a winter in this "cold storage chamber," members
undertook their first renovation: the installation of a lavatory
in a comer of the big hall and the construction of an enormous
fireplace designed by architect member Eden Smith. That
Club room and its fireplace is the one shown in the painting by
member J.E.Sampson, which he gave to the Club in 1917.
The renovation transformed a "gaunt, glorious room" into a
home that members enjoyed until 1920 before being evicted to'
allow for expansion of courtroom facilities.
Fortunately, member Henry Sproatt happened to be
President of the St. George's Society and he is quoted as
telling the Executive: "Say the word and I'll ask the Society to
release unto us old St. George's Hall on Elm Street, and as
much more of the building as we want" Once again members
undertook a renovation, this time a reconstruction of the entire
building—a story best told in the next issue of The Newsletter.
Howard Gerring
Submissions to H e Newsletter have also been received from:
Fergus Cronin, Jean Edwards, Dick Mastin s Jim Parr, and
Eay Peringer.
Thanks to Lesley Fairfield for her delightful cartoon.

Last Words
Tie Newsletter's new format enables us to provide an amount
of text nearly equal to that in former issues but using much
less paper. We can now use smaller, less expensive envelopes
and, as well, save 50% on postage. From now on (also to save
postage) Playbill and Hie Newsletter will be mailed together
every other month.
Deadline for the next issue of The Newsletter is Friday, j g *
December 6. Submissions are welcome. They may, however, i | p
be edited and condensed as necessary.
Editor: Margaret McBurney
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Lure of the Limerick

* Fifty-two persons were elected to membership during the
special membership drive May 1-November 30. Some
nominations were in train before the deadline and these will be
completed at the discounted rate. Although the special drive is
over, members are urged to maintain the momentum of
nominations. We have seen that it can be done, and for the
health of the Club it must be done; we are still far short of our
established membership limit.
* Our letter-writing campaign of this past summer with
respect to a charitable foundation appears to have been
effective. Revenue Canada has unofficially indicated that it
would agree to one of the alternatives we proposed. It is a
procedure that presents some difficulties, which we are
studying, but it now seems likely that we will get a charitable
foundation designation with the right to issue tax receipts.
* After protracted and successful discussions with the
Toronto Historical Board, the City Solicitor, and our
mortgagee, it now appears that we will be able to satisfy the
conditions of the maintenance grant awarded us last January
by the Ontario Heritage Foundation. However, we have to pay
half the costs of approved work, so our straitened circumstances will for the time being allow us to proceed with only
the most urgent repairs.
* Several more debenture holders have helped the Club by
reducing the interest rate or forgiving some of the principal,
and I thank them most sincerely on the Club's behalf.
e*r I wish all members a happy Christmas and a healthy New

ear.

Ernest Sirluck
Letters to The Newsletter
The editor:
The Tom Thomson plaque and cairn in Algonquin Park are
both in need of repair. Two of the nuts and bolts securing the
bronze have been removed and the mortar around the stones
has cracked and fallen out in places. I was on Canoe Lake
quite recently and it was my impression that an unsuccessful
attempt had been made to remove the plaque. Some of the
surrounding cement had been taken out and it was possible to
feel into the cavity behind it. Here the filler mortar seemed to
have deteriorated and turned into sand.
Reconstruction of the cairn would be a full day's work for
a couple of people in the spring. New nuts and bolts made of
bronze might be difficult to obtain. Any suggestions?
Mike Crawford
The editor:
I'm off to San Miguel, Mexico [December 2 to April 1], and
would like to hear from any members who come my way. Last
year the Charles Hilders arrived looking for a temporary
house and Zora Buchanan for a studio. Having known the
area for more than 40 years, I can offer whatever help is
needed.
Lela Wilson
[Call Molly Smith at the Club for Lela's address, phone and
fax number]

GOD REST YE MERRY, GENTLEPERSONS
While Passions and Tongues are Unfurled
While Weapons and Insults are Hurled
Let's Forget the Hubbub
Let's Relax at the Club
And Relish the Joys of the World
Monty Larkin
Honoured
Herbert Whittaker, the Globe and Mail's theatre critic
emeritus, has been awarded an honorary D.Litt from McGill
University. In his address (filmed by the National Film
Board). Herbert spoke of the cooperation between French and
English theatre during the middle years of this century and of
English Canada's contribution to Quebec culture.
New Members
Barbara Allen, member, is a recent U. of T. graduate in Fine
Art/Studio. Born in New Brunswick and raised in Montreal,
Barbara is interested in drawing, print-making, and painting.
Proposed by John Renouf. "
Yvonne Murray Amos, professional, is a musician. She
studied under Healey Willan and has travelled extensively to
places of significance in music history. Proposed by
Katharine Symons.
Peter Cordy, professional, is a publisher. Born in Budapest,
he came to Canada in 1971 and founded Wilcord Publications.
Peter is interested in visual arts, music, and theatre. Proposed
by Lyman Henderson.
Jean Stewart Coupe, member, headed the English
Department at Etobicoke Collegiate and is an author. She also
pursues a life-long interest in painting. Proposed by Jane
Champagne.
Gordon Fulton, member, is a retirement counsellor and has
appeared on a TV series on aging. Gord has had extensive
theatrical experience and hopes to take part in our Spring
Show. Proposed by Betty Trott.
Peter A.K. Giles, member, is a prothonotary at Osgoode Hall.
He enjoys conversation, limericks, and literature. Proposed by
Connie Briant.
Rosemarie Levman, member, is an art student who studied at
OCA and has a degree in Fine Arts from U. of T. Her interests
include the visual arts, music, and 19th and 20th century
literature. Proposed by John Renouf.
Claudia Jean McCabe, member, artist and graphic designer,
was born in Montreal and studied in England. After moving to
Toronto in 1976 she studied at George Brown and OCA.
Proposed by Zora Buchanan.
Anne Renouf, member, is a U. of T. graduate in Fine Art/
Studio. She is working with R. Murray Schafer in the epilogue
to his "Patria" series - production due in 1994. Proposed by
John Renouf.
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Lesley Sirluck, professional, is a painter, sculptor, and writer,
whose works have been exhibited in Toronto, Winnipeg, and
Chicago. Married to a distinguished member of this club,
Lesley is currently preparing illustrations for a book that will
be published next year. Proposed by Ernest Sirluck.
Heather Strucken, professional, is a writer. She has written
for The Sydney Daily Telegraph, London Daily Sketch and
The Oakville Beaver. Proposed by Connie Briant.
Carole Vaughan, member, emigrated from England in 1970.
She is a Policy Analyst for the Ministry of the Environment.
Carole is interested in photography, music, and writing.
Proposed by Jim Parr.
Life Members
Clair Stewart doesn't claim to be an architect but he lives in a
rambling estate that could only have been designed with a
keen eye for form and beauty. He does not claim to be an
artist; but be turns out vest-pocket-sized watercolours that his
son, Jim Stewart (who IS an artist) would be proud of. And
although he says, "My business has always been design," the
book he wrote about his home, located on 1000 acres in the
Albion Hills and appropriately called Highfields, is something
any writer would consider a work of artistry.
Clair, 81, has been a member since 1937. He graduated
from OCA "around 1931" and until he retired some years ago,
has always been in graphic arts. As proof, an entire wall of his
study is panelled with old litho stones. He spent the
Depression working in London, England, and in 1936 came
home to marry Amy McLean of Toronto (the couple, with six
children and 11 grandchildren to their credit, recently celebrated their 54th anniversary), and started work with McLaren and
McCaul, a graphic arts firm. Then he became creative director
of Rolph Clark Stone, later a director of the company, finally
starting Stewart and Morrison, an industrial design house.
Somewhere in between he spent four years in the Air Force,
ending up in what was called "Works and Bricks," specializing
in camouflaging airfields. Just as he was completing a pilot's
course, the war ended. Before the war he used the Club much
more than after because most lunches were business lunches
and, "You couldn't use the Club for that purpose." Recent
years have involved him in a company called Stewart
Investments, along with sons Tim and John. Apart from that,
his time is largely occupied with travel, gardening, visiting
children and grandchildren, collecting paintings and books,
and working with a brush, "but only to please myself."
Highfields, which he illustrated and published himself, is
full of stories about the property, its fauna and flora. The
closing words sum up his delight in this impressive home
where the Stewarts have spent "the most productive and
rewarding period of our lives."
Fergus Cronin
Congratulations to Jack Yocom who, in November, became a
Life Member of The Arts and Letters Club. Jack is the only
one of this illustrious group who is also a Past President of the
Club.
As most members know, Wentworth Walker was
seriously injured last month when knocked down by a bicycle

on Yonge Street. After surgery and a stay in hospital,
Wentworth is convalescing at home. Coincidentally, the
person who notified emergency services immediately after the
2

accident was Jane Reynolds, a recent member. She had not
met Wentworth and thus didn't learn until later that the victim
of the accident was a cherished member of this Club. Also
coincidentally, the surgeon who operated on Wentworth was
·
Dr. James Mahoney, son-in-law of Jack Yocom.

LIPERURE
Rev. T. Melville Bailey has recently edited Wee Kirks and
Stately Steeples, a history of the Presbytery of Hamilton
(Presbyterian) since 1800; Called to Witness, Vol. III, an
account of 10 prominent Presbyterians; and Dictionary of
Hamilton Biography, Vol.II, covering people who lived and
died 1876-1924.
In the current issue of The Beaver magazine, Michael
Bliss writes a penetrating and acerbic review of Merchant
Princes, the last of Peter Newman's three-volume history of
the Hudson's Bay Company.
New on the bookshelves this season is Arnold
Edinborough's autobiography [Stoddard], described by one
reviewer as a "decent record of achievement for any soldier in
the war against philistinism."
Four Went to the Civil War, a novel by Lois Darroch,
has been optioned for a movie by Christopher Chapman Ltd.
The script is well under way.
Marking Remembrance Day, an article by John Grayson,
"Responses to War in Homo Sapiens," was published in
England by the Guardian Weekly. He writes of the stupidity of
war- a "curious way of settling human affairs."
In November, at Writers and Co. bookstore, Goose Lane
Editions launched Clarity Between Clouds: Poems of Midlife,
by Susan Ioannou. [Also available from Molly Smith].
·
Ruby Mercer's The Quilicos received a laudatory reviewW
by John Kraglund in the latest Opera Canada magazine. [Take
note: plans are afoot for Ruby to interview Louis Quilico at a
Members' Dinner, February 4].
Literary Table
At the first meeting in October, members read aloud selections
by their favourite Canadian poets. The following week, the
topic was Canadian novels and novelists. On October 22,
Gerald Pratley explained how novels become films and, on
October 29, members discussed various internationally
acclaimed writers.
On November 5, Lenore Keeshig-Tobias, storyteller and
author of Bird Talk, discussed the changes suffered by
Canada's native people and how this has resulted in a fierce
protection of their legends. On November 12, members
pondered the successes and perils of various periodicals and,
on November 17, Pat Hughes talked of early Canadian
diarists, and read lively excerpts from their journals. Ezra
Schabas, on November 26, spoke on Theodore Thomas:
America's Conductorand Builder of Orchestras,1835-1905.
Susan Ioannou

ZcfHIC tcUrRE
Norman McMurrich's firm, The NORR Partnership, is•
currently working on renovations and alterations to WillardW
Hall, Gerrard Street East. Covenant House is the client.

MIZLSfIC
Jean Edwards sings authentic Renaissance Christmas music
with the Toronto Consort on a new compact disc [SRI]:
* Nowell Sing We.
In his autobiography, Reginald Godden wrote of Sir
Ernest MacMillan and his happy memories of Christmas at
the Club: "To hundreds of men-alas not women-another
imperishable memory...has to do with that miracle of the
major scale, The FirstNowell. The annual Christmas dinner ...
ended for years with that beloved carol in a blaze of glory and
spontaneity. We sang all the verses enveloped in the irresistible flood of joy emanating from Sir Ernest at the vintage
Steinway. Each verse .yielded a masterly variant on the
keyboard, and between each of those verses he took off on
flights of improvisation all structured on relevant elements
moving in great impelling arcs to remote tonal climates, but
always returning to the heart of D major. This treasury was
never written down and was never the same twice running."
A recent article in the Toronto Star featured Opera
Canada magazine, founded by Ruby Mercer in 1960. It is one
of only four periodicals in the English-speaking world devoted
entirely to opera. In the 30 years she was editor, Ruby would
never accept a salary.
Also in The Star, Peter Goddard wrote about Healey
Willan, whose soaring Mass On the Christmas Sequence was
performed recently at Trinity College Chapel by the Elmer
Iseler Singers. Willan taught Iseler at the University of
Toronto.
Coming Up: At a Members' Dinner, January 7, Gunther
P Herbig, Music Director of the Toronto Symphony, will give
one of his rare talks in Toronto: "A Comparison of Orchestral
Life in Europe and North America." Mr. Herbig, formerly
conductor of the Dresden Philharmonic, the East Berlin
Symphony and the Detroit Symphony, has clear and
pronounced ideas on the future of symphony orchestras. Don't
miss this significant event.
Music Table

*

On November 21, mezzo-soprano Janet Stubbs (former music
administrator of the Canadian Opera Company) stepped in for
an ailing Harvey Chusid to speak on contemporary stagings of
traditional opera.
Commemorating the 200th anniversary of Mozart's death,
December 5, the University of Toronto Chamber Orchestra,
conducted by David Zafer, received a well-deserved standing
ovation for a brilliant performance. In mid-February these
talented students will play at New York's Avery Fisher Hall.
Two special events next month: January 9, operatic stage
director Michael Albano, Director of U of Ts Opera School,
discusses "Behind the Opera Curtain." He has staged operas in
major North American opera houses. January 23, Michael
Ridout, manager of the Mendelssohn Choir, will speak of
"The Challenges of the Large Vocal Ensemble." One of
Canada's leading arts administrators, Mr. Ridout was formerly
on the staff of Theatre Plus and the Toronto Symphony.
Ezra Schabas

PINpTI9{g
The Summer Artwork exhibition was a great success, thanks
to Loi Hathaway, Andrew Sookrah, Violet Thresher,
Ralph Tibbles, and Kay Murray-Weber, and also to judges
Bev Hagan, Mac Houstoun, Os Schenk and Rudy Stussi.
Thanks, too, to those who contributed to October's figure
painting exhibition. Ray Cattell, Pat Fairhead, and Art
Steven juried, with Barbara Bickle, Zora Buchanan, Lesley
Fairfield and Margaret Ludwig assisting.
The Circus photography exhibition by Jim Parr in the
Great Hall was executed by Chris Adeney, Jack Carr, Stan
Sellen, and Violet Thresher. John Snell made available some
of the Club's art collection for the lounge.
For the fifth year, Jane Champagne has instructed at
Elderhostel's Celebration of Living, a week-long program held
at Geneva Park, Lake Couchiching, December 1 to 5. Topics
were: native art; Canadian literature; watercolours for
beginners.
One Saturday each month, on its Starship page, the
Toronto Star publishes a cartoon by Lesley Fairfield.
Pat Fairhead spoke to an audience of more tlan 100 at a
meeting of The Toronto Watercolour Society last month. Her
topic: "Inspiration: What is it? Where does it come from?"
Loi Hathaway has just finished illustrating menus for the
main dining room at the National Gallery in Ottawa-and
modestly commented "This may be as close as I'll ever come
to having my watercolours hanging there." Loi has also
designed menus for le Cafe (in the National Arts Centre), the
Millcroft Inn, and Fenton's Restaurant (the latter now
collectors' items!). Loi has just completed 20 watercolours of
European porcelains in the George R. Gardiner Museum of
Ceramic Art. Four have been reproduced as greeting cards, to
be sold exclusively at the ROM and at the Gardiner.
After nearly 60 years of neglect and at a cost of $100,000,
Arthur Lismer's mural at Humberside Collegiate-the
largest he ever painted--has been restored. "It's a great work
of art," said Queen's University art conservation professor Ian
Hodkinson, who restored the work.
One of our newer members, James Lumbers, was in
Toronto recently signing limited edition reproductions of his
painting of hockey legend Gordie Howe.
This year, for the fourth time, UNICEF has chosen a
painting by Conrad Mieschke for one of its Christmas Cards.
The Artist's Magazine has awarded Rudy Stussi second
place [and $700 U.S.] in its 1991 Art Competition. There
were more than 16,000 entries. Rudy's watercolour 100 Years
of Night, was praised for his use of "exaggeration, not
fabrication."
The illustrators' exhibition in December was well
received. Thanks are due to Shawn Sevier, Margaret
Ludwig and Rudy Stussi and to contributing illustrators Loi
Hathaway, Tom McNeely, Tom Bjarnason, Rudy Stussi,
Gerry Sevier, Stephen Quinlan and Andrew Sookrah.
Recent Shows
Several Club artists have mounted shows in the past two
months: Anne Meredith Barry at the Buschlen Mowatt
Gallery in Vancouver; in Toronto: David Blackwood at
Gallery One, Jane Champagne at Gallery Gabor, Les
Tibbles at 1'Alliance Frangaise, and Bill Sherman at the
Women's Art Association Gallery; Thomas Chatfield at
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Scrimshaw & Co., Oakville; Marie-Louise Cusack at the
Maison Pour Tous in Fontenay-Sous-Bois, France; Pat
Fairhead at the Thielsen Galleries, London, Ont.; Guttorn
Otto in Ballantrae, Ont.; and Rudy Stussi at 2 Consilium
Place, Scarborough.
Coming Up
Zora Buchanan and Bill Sherman are two of six artists
invited to exhibit their paintings in the Artist's Choice
Exhibition at Etobicoke City Hall. Opening reception
Thursday, January 9, at 8:00 p.m. It continues until Feb 3.
Doug Edward's show of new paintings will run until
December 31 at Gallerie Rochon, 80 Spadina Avenue.
Pat Fairhead's recent work will be shown at Lydon Fine
Art, Chicago, opening January 10. At the Club, on March 11,
Pat will present an illustrated lecture with slides and paintings
entitled Fire and Ice--a report on her painting forays to the
American southwest last winter and to the Arctic Circle and
Greenland in August.
Rudy Stussi's show of recent paintings can be seen until
January 4 at the Agincourt Public Library.

recently appeared at the Poor Alex in Mirth, a musical review
for which she wrote the words [with Bob Martin] and the
music [with Marian Grudeff]. The Globe and Mail's critic,
Liam Lacey, in an encouraging review wrote: "The biggest
sign of promise ... is the song-writing ... three numbers tha
Lambert expertly performs...are models of lyrical ingenuity."
Norman Jewison was the subject of a lengthy article in
The Globe and Mail by that paper's film critic (and Jewison's
biographer) Jay Scott
Along with other high-profile Toronto lawyers, Paul
Lamek appeared in Twelve Angry Men and Women (a new
version of Sidney Lumet's 1957 movie) at the Bluma Appel
Theatre, December 13 and 14. It's a fund-raiser for Campbell
House and Canadian Stage.
And now for ... SPRING REVIEW '92
The Club's historic review, derailed last year, is back on track!
Mark your calendar: Monday to Saturday, April 27 to May 2.
The theme: What's in a Name?
Producer Ted Brock, Director Jim Morris, Music
Director Jack Yocom and Principal Artistic Director Pat
Hume have been meeting weekly. They've been joined by
Roly Pincoe, stage manager; Betty Trott, choreographer,
Michael Spence and Ann Rothery, lighting directors; David
Priddle, sound director; Andrew Sookrah and Steve
Quinlan, co-artistic designers; John Cozens, chorus director,
and John McKellar, producer emeritus.
Now we need YOU. Join us Monday, January 13 at 6:00
p.m. to hear all about it! Club Night supper will be available.
We're looking for new members, new ideas, new scripts,
new music, and new cast and crew. Call Ted or Jim for
details.
Ted Brock

Archives
Stafe AndScreen
On four November evenings, enthusiastic audiences enjoyed
Jim Parrts operettas, The Earl of Cloves (with Don Pounsett,
Gail Rohinson, Rod Carruthers, and guest artist Valarie
Williams) and Solomon (starring John Lytle, Cal Wilson,
Betty Trott, and guest artist Martha Spence). Jim played
piano for both productions, with music by Felix Mendelssohn
and Scott Joplin. Director was Peter Hart; producer, Michael
Spence; music director, John Cozens.
Something new! Jo Currie and John Rammell are
organizing regular outings to "fringe" theatres this winter.
Members and guests can enjoy the benefits of group rates and,
after the show, get together over a drink or coffee. The first
outing is Friday, January 24 for The Fever with Claire Coulter
at the Tarragon. Call Molly Smith at the Club for details.
Our historic building, transformed into Santa's Workshop,
appeared on NBC-TV December 15, on a Christmas special In
the Nick of Time with Lloyd Bridges.
Penelope Tibbles Cookson will present a condensed
version of her one-woman show, Earthly Pleasures--A
Portrait of Colette, at York Quay Centre, Harbourfront,
December i16 "with songs of the period and anecdotes from
an extraordinary life."
Lisa Lambert, star of many a Spring Review at the Club,
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Eric Aldwinckle, an official war artist during World War II,
corresponded with Robert Hubbard, father of Jim Hubbard.
We thank Jim for donating these letters which give insights
into the mind of an artist under the pressure of war and also
present his views of the Club.
Since becoming a member in 1958, Horace Walton-Ball
has scrupulously saved every item of Club mail. He recently
turned over to Archives 22 years of this material-a gold mine
that filled gaps in our collection and helped date many other
items.

And thanks for gifts to Archives from Jack Yocom, Tony
Adamson, and Cal Wilson.
Raymond Peringer
Art Collection
Our collection is once again on display. Presidents' portraits
and Executive lists are in the bar. (An identifying list will soon
be posted to recognize the artists involved).
The LAMPS room and Board Room accommodate a large
portion of the collection. Halls and offices have been used for
the rest. Many members assisted and we are grateful to them
all. There are still "gaps" in the collection, so donations a
welcome.
John Snell

Library
Many thanks to the following for their gifts to the Club
library:
^'Iichael Bliss-Plague: a story of smallpox in Montreal.
foronto 1991
Warren Clements1. The Globe and Mail Style Book. Toronto 1990
2. Thank Goodness its Saturday. Toronto 1987
3. The Nestlings: First Flight. Toronto 1983
4. The Nestlings: Return Flight.Toronto 1986
Robertson Davies1. World of Wonders. New York 1975
2. The Cornish Trilogy: The Rebel Angels; What's Bred in the
Bone; The Lyre of Orpheus.
Marion Fowler-Blenheim: biography of a palace. London
1989
Susan Ioannou-ClarityBetween Clouds: poems of midlife.
Fredericton 1991.
Corinne McLuhan1. The Interior Landscape: The literary criticism of Marshall
McLuhan 1943-62. New York 1969
2. Take Today: The executive as dropout. Marshall McLuhan
andBarringtonNevitt. New York 1972
Ruby Mercer-The Quilicos: Louis, Gino and Lana: an
operaticfamily. Oakville 1991
Hugh Walker-The O'Keefe Centre; Thirty Years of Theatre
History. Toronto 1991
Also added to the Library's subscription list: The Idler and
Theatrum.
David Skene-Melvin
·

House Committee
A topical slogan for the '90s would be "Evolve or Perish."
Evolution of the club has been taking place rapidly since last
summer. After the survey organized by Connie Briant had
identified members' wishes, a management consultant,
Richard Wade, was retained. As a result, Club Manager, Bob
Gerrard was hired. He has helped us increase revenue and
reduce expenses.
Other changes: Andre Malibert ably assists behind the
bar. He comes from Lourdes (city of miracles) and it's
rumoured that he performs minor miracles on Monday
evenings at the Club. Come and see.
Jason Clarke, from New Brunswick, capably handles
serving duties. Adding to the French flavour, Louis Simard,
from Beaupr6 near Quebec City, has joined us as cook.
Lucinda Periera serves as housekeeper, while Anne Shipanock
and Wanda Saczkawski continue to help at various Club
functions. Molly Smith, the cheery voice on the phone,
handles reservations and countless other chores.
On behalf of the Club, I extend to Bob Gerrard and the
staff best wishes for the season.
Reg Wallace

Members on the Move
After their February canoe trip up the Amazon River, Audrey
WGarwood and Pat Fairhead will spend a week in the ancient
Inca city of Machu Picchu, Peru.

Also in February, Mary Jane Large leaves for the
Galapagos Islands, then on to Ecuador and a trip to the source
of the Amazon.
TIME PRESENT ... TIME PAST
Knowing how much time, work, and money went into the
recent renovation of our building, it is hard to believe what
150 members achieved in 1920 when the Club first moved
into rented quarters at 14 Elm Street
World War I had just ended, the Club's lease on the
building was only for a minimum of 10 years and a maximum
of 15, and what little money the Club had was invested in
stocks and bonds. Yet the decision was made to "recothbttct
the entire building." Architect Henry Sproatt was given carte
blanche and the result was the amenities we have enjoyed'for
:
"
71 years.
it
Wiid
$6,000
cost
Renovation of the Great Hall alone
the
roof,
the
into
up
windows
five
of
rebuilding
involved the
rebuilding of the fireplace, and construction of a new stage
with stairs on both sides to provide access from new dressing
rooms in the basement.
The rooms on the east side of the main floor were
remodeled for a kitchen; the St. George's office was moved
from our present LAMPS Room to the second floor, an
upstairs library was redecorated, and the rest of the building,
up to the great garret hall on the third floor, was repainted.
The basement was replanned to provide for dressing
rooms; a new lavatory (said to rival that of the National Club)
was installed; space was also established Jfo0 stage props,
costume storage and dressing rooms. A neWheating system
cost over $1,600.
The total expenditure was $23,000 an4 the St. George's
Society agreed to rebate $3,000 in rent as its share of capital
improvements.
To pay the balance, the Club entered an era of auction
sales of paintings contributed by artist members, special
entertainments (plays and conceritagCd rental of premises.
a month to a singing
The LAMPS Room was rented fot
of
lessoits.TheiSociety
private
maestro member who gave
Societyopf
the:Ontario
as
did
space
rented
also
Graphic Arts
Artists; the Toronto chapter, AssociatiOn Of Archiitits: alldthe
Toronto Chamber Music Society.
When all work was completed, the members celebrated
with a first dinner on November 27, 1920.
Howard Gerring

In Memoriam
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Ambrose, None. October 22, 1991. :For many years Nona Ambrose, widow of Philip Ambrose,
organized people to wait on tables daring every performance
of the Spring stli--a rather thankless but necessary task that
she handled efficiently and with good humour. She leaves a
daughter, two sons, a granddaughter--and a hiost of friends.
Carruthers, Hugh. October 3, 1991.:
Hugh cherished his membership in the Club and ied a sincere
affection for his fellow members. As it will be tie lot of each
and every one of us, life has given him lis final, gentle
benediction. His memory we revere, his passing we deplore.
Wilt White
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Trevor, Leslie.

October 12, 1991

Les, a Life Member, was Creative Director of Rous and Mann
Press Ltd. and respected worldwide by graphic artists. English
born, he received his education and artistic training in Canada,
taught Design and Typography at Central Technical School,
and founded the Art Directors Club, Toronto. Described by his
friend John Morrow as an "executive, artist and true
gentleman [with] a flair for clothes and life," Les believed that
"while fashions change, true beauty and taste go on forever."
Recent Activities
Thmaks to a generous donation from the Floyd S. Chalmers
family, the Ontario Arts Council announced its newest
program, the Venture Fund. It "pays tribute to philanthropists
such as the Chalmers, who have been instrumental in
encouraging the arts in Ontario." The fund will provide grants
of up to $15,000 to professional artists "for individual or
collaborative projects that embody new challenges,
experimentations and risk-taking," and that are ineligible for
other OAC programs. Deadline for 1992 applications is
February 14.
In a recent Globe and Mail article, Jack Kapica wrote of
Rev. MalSeob Sinclair and the challenges facing his church,
Metropolitan United. The church, encountering skyrocketing
costs for repairs and maintenance, hopes to sell its excess
density rights, if city hall can be persuaded that doing so
would benefit everyone.
Also in The Globe, Dorothy Lipoveako wrote of Casey
House Hospice, this country's only free-standing hospice for
people in the terminal stages of AIDS. One loyal volunteer
there is Jim Morris who, each week, reads aloud to the
residents.
The Globe has recently published three letters by the
indefatigable Jim Parr, one baamrmphing about the word
"gallumpiag,~ another providing a new look at an old
palindrome (when Napoleon was learning English from a
German officer): "Remarkable was I, ere I saw Elba, Kramer."
Jim also let fly at Trevor Eyton (after the Skydome sale] for
his adjuration: "You as a taxpayer should be going out and
buying a bottle of champagne." Carole Vaughan wrote the
Globe to correct Jay Scott's description of the Genie Awards
as "Canada's Oscars." They are "Canada's Genie Awards,"
Carole protested. The Globe also published a feisty letter from
Jim Dingwall blasting the $198,000 Teachers and Literacy
survey. Jim suggested that testing for illiteracy could be done
easily by having students read a paragraph from a book"You know, those things with pages that are pre-filled with

ATTENTION: OUT-OF-TOWN MEMBERS!!!

The Newsletter would like to know where you are ...your
recent accomplishments ... travels ... writings ... gallery shows
... whatever! Keep in touch!
The Toronto Sun listed in its 1991 Women On The Move
Awards Mary Jane Large, "who raised $7 million for a new
geriatric nursing wing at Belmont House where she's
executive director."
Members are reminded that we are affiliated with the
Savage Club and the Chelsea Club, London, the Salmagundi
Club, New York, the Glasgow Arts Club, the Dublin Arts
Club and the Cliffdwellers, Chicago. If you visit any of these
clubs, please inform The Newsletter of your impressions.
And coming up: Something new for Club Night. On
January 20 at 7:00 p.m., Betsy Carr and her acclaimed group,
The Raging Grannies will present their satirical songs-social
commentary with a sting. Don't miss it!
Last month the Helen E. Stubbs Memorial Lecture,
sponsored by the Toronto Public Library, was given by
Robert Stacey, a new member of this Club and grandson of
Past President C.W. Jefferys.
FANTASTIC FINAL FIGURE FOR FABULOUS FALL
FUN FAIR!!!
When the 18-member steering committee for the Fall Fun Fair
met in July, it was agreed that our primary objective would be
to HAVE FUN. (We did!). The other objectives:
1. To raise money. Net result more than $16,000 profit! (This
money is to be used to reduce the mortgage).
2. To encourage member participation: 130 people were
involved before and during the Fair.
3. To foster new memberships. 10 people have joined as a·
direct result of the Fun Fair. No doubt there will be more.
A success on all counts, thanks to enthusiastic, creative
chairpeople and to all who worked on their committees. Our
thanks also to those who donated goods and services.
Lastly, a special thank-you to my co-chair, Loi
Hathaway.
Zora Buchanan, chair
Corrections
* In the recent survey, members stated that they overwhelmingly prefer NOT to have an open bar included in the ticket
price at Members' Dinners.
* Chairman of the Library Committee is Robert H.
Blackburn.
*Thanks for help in the Archives Exhibition to Shawn Sevier.

words."

Last Words

Therapist Virginia Cooper (Oswell] spoke in November
to a receptive audience of more than 100 at the Granite Club.
Her topic: "Nice Women Don't Get Angry."
Also in November Rod Carruthers and The Storytellers
School of Toronto presented a light-hearted performance:
Crows and Cranes at Heliconian Hall and at the Madison
Centre in North York.
Thanks to George Sanders there are now available, in
time for Christmas, those popular sweatshirts bearing the
Club's logo. Price: $32.50. Shop early and avoid the rush.

Submissions to The Newsletter have also been received from:
Jack Carr, Dick Mastin, Ray Peringer, John Rammell,
Michael Spence, and Art Steven.
Thanks to Jane Champagne for the sketch from her new
book Painting the Ontario Landscape [University of Toronto
Press].
* Remember the SPECIAL MEETING 5:30 P.M. January 28,
1992.
* Deadline for the next issue of The Newsletter is February 7.
Editor: Margaret McBurney.
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